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“
What we are doing is
Mshiigaade – clearing,
opening the path to
where we want to be.

”

IIC Member, Planning session, April 2018
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Organizational Development at
Ontario’s Indigenous Institutes:
Planning for Transition & Growth
Organizational Development at Ontario’s Indigenous
Institutes: Planning for Transition & Growth is a
deliverable in the 2018-2019 Indigenous Institutes
Consortium (IIC) Secretariat Transfer Payment
Agreement (TPA). The TPA states that this project
provides, “transition model(s) that support long-term
planning for the Indigenous Institutes sector”
including “a planning template and actions list to
assist Indigenous Institutes in institutional planning
and development.” Outcomes and work toward this
deliverable were developed collaboratively with the
Member Institutes of the IIC.
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Introduction
In operation since the 1990s, Ontario’s Indigenous
Institutes (IIs) have developed a unique set of
postsecondary opportunities that provide rigorous
academic programming informed by Indigenous
pedagogies, rooted in local ontologies and
epistemologies, in culturally grounded environments.
With unprecedented standards of access and
efficacy, The IIs have become the first choice of many
Indigenous learners, and in many instances the ‘hubs’
of community-rooted efforts to revitalize Indigenous

languages and knowledges. With recent changes in
status – being legally acknowledged as equivalent to yet
distinct from mainstream universities and colleges – the
nine Indigenous Institutes in Ontario face an immediate
future marked by concern for sustainable growth and
the further development of their unique roles, mandates,
and approaches. This document is intended to help
Ontario’s Indigenous Institutes prepare for the next
stage of their growth, in step with the evolution of the
provincial postsecondary sector.
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Using this Workbook
This workbook walks Indigenous Institutes through
the process of preparing for accreditation in Ontario.
It includes background information and contextual
observations; links to helpful resources and additional
reading; tips about best practice and potential
challenges; and active engagement exercises:
•

Writing prompts prepare you to draft the narratives
needed to complete an application for institutional
accreditation.

•

‘Breakdown’ exercises organize data into
manageable, ordered ideas, specific to your
institution, to allow you to plan the next steps in a
task.

•

Worksheets1 show the steps and/or responsibilities
involved in accreditation preparation and can
be used as the basis for developing institutional
templates.

•

•

Guiding questions lay the groundwork for
accreditation preparation activities – and look
beyond accreditation to think about broader
institutional development processes.
Checklists direct work, track outputs and inclusions,
and ensure necessary steps have been completed
(and completed in the right order).

•

A Glossary of Accreditation & Academic Terms1
defines key terms and concepts in a “quick
reference” format, while a List of Acronyms1
provides a reminder of what common abbreviations
in accreditation mean.

•

A table of Benchmark Evidence1 provides an
“at-a-glance” listing of the kinds of documentation
Indigenous Institutes may submit to satisfy
accreditation standards.

1

In working through this manual, Indigenous Institutes
staff are both organizing a “case” for accreditation
status and using that process to additionally prepare
for institutional growth and stabilization generally.
Accreditation, after all, is a certification that a school
has sufficiently sound operational status and thoughtful
and thorough programming to grant credentials that
satisfy widely understood norms in the postsecondary
sector. The organization of this workbook does not
strictly reflect the accreditation process but considers
the organization of the institution itself. All schools
operating on the postsecondary landscape have three
basic operational spheres, and all staff working at a
university, college, or Indigenous Institute will fall under
one of them:

Academics

Registrar's
Office
Student
Services

Corporate
Services

Thus, in this workbook you will find a section on
“Admissions, Registrarial Functions, and Student
affairs” (addressing the centre circle in the diagram,
above, which bridges and connects the corporate and
academic arms of an educational institution) as well
as one dedicated to “Educational Programming,” and
a section dealing with “Foundations for Institutional
Growth” (with a central focus on the righthand circle in
the diagram above). The document begins, of course,
with a look at the environment in which Indigenous
Institutes operate, explaining the regulatory landscape
and the recent changes to accreditation brought about
by the Indigenous Institutes Act.

These can be found in the Appendices.
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Contextual Considerations
Indigenous Institutes are noteworthy for their high
level of responsibility to their ‘home’ communities,
the transparency and representativeness of their
governance structures, their fundamental orientation
toward and responsiveness to student needs, and their
willingness to co-develop accountability frameworks
with government bodies and actors. Many IIs are,
today, considering how best to sustainably grow the
Indigenous postsecondary sector through initially
expanding capacity in governance, and in working
out their own internal processes they are examining
common standards in the ‘mainstream,’ particularly
the university system, while continuing to draw central
principles, practices, and protocols from their own
community traditions.

The Regulatory & Operational
Environment
For Ontario’s Indigenous Institutes, applying for
accreditation requires knowing the regulatory
landscape; this, in turn, means gaining a working
familiarity with the following2:
The Indigenous Institutes Act (S.O. 2017, c. 34, Sched.
20) recognizes Indigenous Institutes as a “unique and
complementary pillar of Ontario’s post-secondary
education system,” mandated by and answerable to
Indigenous communities. The Minister of Indigenous
Relations and Reconciliation, David Zimmer,
specifically identified the Indigenous Institutes Act
as a reconciliation measure, supporting “indigenous
control over the design, delivery, and governance of
education programmes and services.” The legislation
supports both the independence and sustainability of
the institutes.

2

•

IAESC Organization Review Handbook

•

IAESC Organizational Review Submission Guidelines

•

WINHEC Accreditation Handbook (2019)

•

PEQAB Submission Guidelines for Public
Organizations (2017)

•

PEQAB Manual for Public Organizations (2018)

•

MCTU Directives and Guidelines for Applying for
Ministerial Consent (2015)

•

MCTU Directives and Guidelines Appendices C & D

•

MCU Ontario Qualifications Framework

•

OUCQA Quality Assurance Framework (2019)

Links to these documents are provided in the Appendices.
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•

The Differentiation Policy Framework for
Postsecondary Education (2013)

•

The Post-Secondary Education Choice & Excellence
Act (2000)

•

The Indigenous Institutes Act (2017)

(Note that all of these documents are listed in
Appendix E, with hyperlinks to the full text online.)
Understanding the legislation itself is advantageous
because these documents describe the ongoing
colonial capture of Indigenous educational sovereignty;
and accordingly, they also map opportunities to open
up space to re-assert that sovereignty – which is
something that Indigenous Institutes are now beginning
to undertake in the postsecondary sphere, by applying
for standalone authority to grant credentials, moving
beyond partnering with non-Indigenous postsecondary
institutions.

“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 1:
Writing Prompts

negative preconception about the Ministerial consent
process that some postsecondary institutes (including
the IIs) go through to grant degrees: that it is somehow
easier or laxer, when in fact it is much more rigorous.
Every programme is carefully reviewed by external
experts – which is not the case for most universities. In
combination, these factors can result in the credentials
granted by an Indigenous Institute not being recognized
as truly equivalent to those granted by mainstream
schools – or in the worst-case-scenario, not being
recognized at all. Advocacy and awareness-raising is
thus a necessary accompaniment to accreditation, to
dispel these misunderstandings and increase basic
knowledge about the Third Pillar.

“Looking Beyond Accreditation”
Exercise 1: Guiding Questions
How are you preparing to promote, and increase
awareness and appreciation, of your institute’s
credentials?

When was your Institute founded?

Credential-Granting Authority

What were the major milestones you achieved
between that founding and today?

As of 2010, unless an institute is individually
empowered by a provincial statute, Ministerial consent
under the terms of the Post-secondary Education
Choice and Excellence Act is required by all private
organizations in Ontario who wish to offer all or part of
a degree program. The Postsecondary Education Quality
Assessment Board (PEQAB) is the provincial agency that
makes recommendations to the Minister on applications
for consent.

How has the passing of the Indigenous Institutes
Act affected your recent development (day-to-day
operations, longer-term goals, size of the staff or
student body, etc.)?

It is important to note that hurdles exist along the path
to accreditation. For example, many postsecondary
institutions show a problematic vagueness in their
admissions policies, conflating “a degree granted by a
recognized university” and a “recognized degree,” when
these are two very different things. Indigenous Institutes
are not universities and yet can (and do) grant degrees
and this degree-granting capacity was increased, via
the Indigenous Institutes Act, without the need for
them to adopt the title, “university.” There is also a

2017’s Indigenous Institutes Act mandated a second
accrediting body for Indigenous Institutes: The
Indigenous Advanced Education and Skills Council
(IAESC), an independent, not-for-profit corporation that
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empowers Indigenous Institutes to grant certificates,
diplomas and degrees. There is, additionally, a third
accreditation body: The World Indigenous Nations Higher
Education Consortium (WINHEC), an internationally
recognized organization with a vision of uniting the
world’s Indigenous Peoples in “the collective synergy
of self-determination through control of higher
education.” IAESC and WINHEC have a collaborative
relationship, mediated by a 2018 memorandum of
understanding (MOU), under which WINHEC provides its
prior framework and lends its expertise to the emerging
quality assurance process guiding the development of
Ontario’s Indigenous postsecondary sector. This new
‘Third Pillar’ of postsecondary education, scaffolded
by the Indigenous Institutes Act, entitles Indigenous
Institutes to use any available quality assurance
pathway – either the mainstream avenues available to
publicly-funded universities and colleges, or the new
process emerging at IAESC.

Accreditation Pathways
The yet-to-launch IAESC programme accreditation
pathway uses standards established under the
MOU with WINHEC, and in partnership with PEQAB.
IAESC is currently developing protocols that adapts
WINHEC’s educational standards to the existing Ontario
requirements, although no specific availability date for
these materials has been announced. IAESC modifies
WINHEC criteria to satisfy PEQAB in key areas, those
being the standards and benchmarks on which the
province maintained its authority and prerogative
after the passing of the Indigenous Institutes Act. An
additional tension arises in the realizing that overall,
PEQAB and WINHEC show quite different concerns.
PEQAB focuses public accountability, consistency, and
transparency, including the application of universal
criteria and guidelines; valuing diversity and reflecting
local definitions; encouraging processes of continuous
self-study and evaluation; clearly defined, appropriate,
and consistently and substantively achieved educational
objectives; and sustainable organization, staffing,
and support. By way of contrast, WINHEC focuses

on local Indigenous philosophies as the framework
for institutional work; programming that integrates
Indigenous culture, language, and worldview; how
policies and processes are conceived/designed
(Indigenous governance & protocols); and that institutes
purposefully consider and merit the ongoing confidence
of Indigenous constituencies.
IAESC brings these disparate considerations together
in a single process that is intended to address both
general provincial and specifically Indigenous sectoral
concerns. For example, under the WINHEC framework,
essential eligibility criteria for Indigenous Institutes fall
under 21 general standards:

▫▫
▫▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

authority to operate
appropriate mission and goals in service of
Indigenous students and communities
institutional/programme integrity
locally appropriate and accepted cultural
standards
an independent oversight board, representative of
the communities being served
a responsible administrative authority (person in
charge), at arm’s length from the oversight board
administrative and support services necessary
to achieve the mission and goals
a core of full-time, community-representative,
qualified academic appointees, involved in
policymaking and academic planning, curriculum
development and review, academic advising, and
governance
educational programmes enriched through
interaction with Indigenous people and communities
offerings in Indigenous education and related
instruction grounded in IK, world views, and ways
of knowing
community learning resources and services for
students and faculty
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▫
▫
▫
▫▫
▫
▫
▫▫
▫

adherence to Indigenous cultural and intellectual
property rights conventions, while protecting the
academic freedom of students and faculty
appropriate instruction, guidance, and support
for student achievement of published learning
outcomes
a published admissions policy, adhered to in
practice
provision of public information3
financial resources sufficient to meet the mission
and goals within an annual balanced operating
budget
financial accountability as established by a
regular, independent external audit
institutional effectiveness demonstrated by
application of evaluation and planning procedures
at least one year of operational status
disclosure of all information necessary for the
accreditation process
a formal relationship with the accreditation
authority, including acceptance of its conditions
and policies

The Indigenous Advanced Education and Skills Council,
in partnership with the province’s Postsecondary
Education Quality Assessment Board (PEQAB), pursuant
to the Indigenous Institutes Act, has adapted the above
WINHEC standards to meet Ontario’s requirements.

3

Additional benchmarks have been added in certain
areas, including:

▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

vision, mission, goals, cultural standards, and
overall work founded in Indigenous philosophies
institutional ethical conduct and business
practices guided by Indigenous philosophies
institutional effectiveness as established by
clearly defined, Indigenous/participatory evaluation
and planning procedures; assessments of the
extent to which it fulfils its mission, vision, goals
and standards; and periodic publication of the
results to its constituencies
protection of student interests via clear
communication of accurate and current information
a funding base, financial resources, and plans
for financial development adequate to achieve
the Institute’s mission and meet its goals within
an annual balanced operating budget, along with
plans to seek new/expanded resources to ensure
sustainability of the institute’s mission, vision,
goals, and standards

An Indigenous Institute that applies for an organization
review in pursuit of program approval under the
Indigenous Institutes Act will provide a narrative account
of how it meets all of the above criteria. Evidence of
each standard in practice is documented, in narrative
form and with attached reference documents, in the
application.

Accurate and current information on institutional purposes and objectives, admission requirements/procedures, academic rules & regulations, program/
course requirements, costs & refund policies, student rights & responsibilities, and faculty and administrator credentials
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“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 2: ‘Breakdown’ Activity
On the bulleted lists, above, place a checkmark ( ) in the box beside the criteria you are most confident
that you can successfully address. Place an X in the box beside the criteria you feel will present the greatest
challenge for your institute.
For any items now marked with an X, write a brief explanation of the hurdle(s) you anticipate facing in
addressing that specific criterion:
Item 1:
Item 2:
Item 3:
Item 4:
Item 5:
Item 6:
Item 7:
Item 8:
Item 9:

Accreditation: A System of
Standards & Benchmarks
The lists, above, are the foundation for a system
of standards that establishes the soundness of an
educational institution’s functions, across all spheres
(recalling those overlapping circles in the diagram
on p. 2: Corporate Services, the Registrar’s Office/
Student Services, and Academics). Each standard lays
out the baseline for “soundness” in a particular area,
for example the IAESC standard for “Review of the
Oversight Board” is:
The candidate has a functioning oversight board
responsible for the quality and integrity of the
institute to ensure that the institute’s Indigenous
mission is being achieved. The oversight board has

4

at least five voting members, a majority of whom
are representative of the Indigenous communities
being served and have no contractual, employment,
or personal financial interest in the institute.4
Within each standard can be found at least one
benchmark; benchmarks break the standard down
into interlocking elements, like puzzle pieces. When all
of the puzzle pieces (the individual benchmarks) are
put together, the picture of the puzzle (the standard
as a whole) can be clearly seen. For example, the
benchmarks for the “Review of the Oversight Board”
standard, above, are:
1. The candidate has a functioning oversight board
with a sufficient number of voting members
(minimum of five) who are representative of the

IAESC (2018). Organization Review: Handbook for Indigenous Institutes, p. 15.
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Indigenous communities being served and have
no contractual, employment, or personal financial
interest in the institute.
2. The candidate has a governing structure that
is responsible for managing the assets of the
organization; maintaining the purpose, viability,
and integrity of the institute; achieving institutional
policies and goals; selecting administrative
leadership; and providing the appropriate physical,
fiscal, and human resources.
3. The candidate has:
a) qualified senior administrative staff, including
a chief executive officer (or equivalent) who
is accountable to the governing body and
whose full-time or major responsibility is the
administration of the institute.
b) sufficient administrative staff with clear lines
of administrative authority and accountability
necessary to conduct the affairs of the
institute.
4. The candidate demonstrates development of
the curriculum and academic policies including
participation by academic staff, and consultation
with community members.5
A postsecondary educational institution demonstrates
that it meets all of the benchmarks that satisfy a
standard by providing specific evidence. Evidence,
in this context, consists of a mixture of documents
(policies, written processes, handbooks/viewbooks,
reports, etc.) and narratives that describe how those
documents are actually applied, relevant historical and
contextual factors, and any other pertinent information.

For example, an Indigenous Institute looking to
demonstrate that it has met the benchmarks for
“Review of the Oversight Board” would write a narrative
describing how its governance structure was selected
and enacted, as well as attaching a combination of the
following:
•

Governance Board policies (membership, voting,
etc.)

•

Ethics Policies (conflict of interest, etc.)

•

Articles of Incorporation

•

proof of registered charity status

•

terms of reference of board committees

•

Governance Board meeting minutes for the past
year

•

CEO job description

•

organizational structure diagram (showing the
senior administrative level)

There is no one way to establish that you have met
a given standard; each Indigenous Institute has the
opportunity to decide – and prove, using effectively
written, complete narratives and sufficient and
appropriate documentation – that it satisfies the
benchmarks for that standard in its own unique way.
Appendix C provides a matrix (table) of all standards
entailed in applying for organizational review through
IAESC and program review through PEQAB (since
IAESC has yet to publish any handbooks for program
accreditation), correlated with the benchmarks for each
standard, and samples of supporting documentation.
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Accreditation Processes
The ‘public’ a public postsecondary institution serves
is entitled to (a) access to a quality education, (b)
confidence in the skills of individuals trained by the
institution, and (c) a guarantee that the money invested
in education, on the public’s behalf, is being spent
effectively and responsibly. Successful organizational
review, and the subsequent recommendation to accredit
a postsecondary educational institution, indicate
that a given school is consistently achieving soundly
conceptualized goals through intelligently designed

means. Organizational review is the first step on the
accreditation pathway, under which an Institute itself
is officially acknowledged as meeting standards and
benchmarks for sound postsecondary educational
operations. Program accreditation is a separate
process, occurring after the initial organizational review.
The costs associated with both kinds of review are
typically borne by the applicant, including an initial
application fee, the logistical costs of hosting the site
visit team, and honorariums for the team members. The
organization review process at IAESC consists of several
discrete steps:

Indigenous Institutes
Conducts Organization Review
self-study, submits a letter and
application for approval
Receives support, guidance, best
practices from IIQAB Secretariat to
assist with self-study

IIQAB Secretariat
Collaborates with II, providing
support and partnership for QA
process

Following the Council’s
communication of the decision to
the II, IIQAB’s recommendation
and Council’s decision are posted
on IIQAB’s website.

Council
Considers IIQAB’s
recommendation and provides
decision on application

Manages Quality Assurance
process and prepares supporting
documentation

IIs
IIQAB
IIQAB
Secretariat

IIQAB
Hears overview presentation from
II on application
Conducts initial review of the
application and appoints an
Organization Review Panel

IIQAB
Reviews the application, report
from Organization Review Panel
and any other documentation
Provides a recommendation to the
Council

Organization Review Panel
Assesses the application against
IIQAB standards and benchmarks
and works with II for the review
process
Submits a report to IIQAB/IIQAB
Secretariat
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The application process is quite long, complex, and
nuanced – yet it is not merely a series of “gates”
an institute must navigate. If planned carefully and
engaged in reflectively, the accreditation process can
provide multiple additional, “value-added” benefits,
including opportunities to engage in:
•

gauging the present state of the institution and its
programming;

•

visioning future directions;

•

educating internal (and external) constituencies;

•

forging new and bolstering existing relationships
within and across the sector, and with an array of
key stakeholders;

•

assessing and mapping a changing operating
environment, to enable adaptation (and build
adaptive capacity);

•

planning milestones against which to accurately
measure past and future achievements;

•

understanding and carefully diverging from
problematic (mainstream) educational norms; and

•

building firm foundations for growth; in order to
engage in growing the Indigenous Institutes
sector and asserting Indigenous educational
sovereignty.

“Looking Beyond Accreditation”
Exercise 2: Guiding Questions
What resources are needed to increase your
capacity to engage with other Indigenous Institutes
at a sectoral level (e.g., through active participation
in the IIC, undertaking shared initiatives, etc.)?
What kind of sectoral participation would be most
useful to your institute?

Building

Development

Gauging

Diverging

Planning

Visioning

Educating

Adapting

Reflection

Outreach

Relationshipbuilding

Applying for Accreditation:
Timeline & Organization of Work
All postsecondary institutional accreditation brings
together several interrelated spheres of activity:
1. a self-study (in which the institute itself examines
its goals, procedures, and successes);
2. an application for accreditation (including a
covering letter or covering summary form);
3. the review of an external team of experts (involving
a site visit and extensive interviews with staff); and
4. a report from the site visit panel & institutional
response to the site visit panel report, leading to
an official recommendation to the accrediting body
(along with any conditions and/or suggestions).
Accreditation processes, whether organizational review
(institutional accreditation) or credential-granting
(program accreditation), are lengthy. In program
accreditation, for example, the total investment of time
is approximately three years, from initiation to the
approval decision.
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1. Groundwork
(Self-Study)
•
•
•
•

research
assessment
process development
policy writing

• narrative writing
• documentation
gathering & collation
2. Application

• inital assessment
• expert panel
nominations
• site visit planning
• site visit hosting
3. Review

• expert panel
assessment
• institutional reponse
• final decision
4. Report &
Response

Working backward from the receipt of authorization
from PEQAB or IAESC, the documentation review and
site visit account for at least eighteen months; the
application preparation a further half-year; and the
groundwork for the application, researching, developing,
and documenting the contents, at least a year. These
timelines must be accounted for in planning new
credentials – for example, work on a program intended
to “launch” in late 2023 must begin in early 2020, if
not prior (remembering that no lead-up advertising can
reference, even tentatively, a credential the school is not
yet authorized to grant).

As explained in the prior section on “Standards &
Benchmarks,” accreditation is an evidentiary process: It
involves not just presenting what exists at an institution,
but providing explanations and proofs that key
processes and policies exist; that they are developed
and implemented using data-driven decision-making
methods; and that they undergo cyclic review in order
to ensure relevance, effectiveness, and efficiency. The
majority of work involved in preparing the institutional
application for accreditation is wrapped up in drafting
and refining the narratives (written explanations) and
gathering the necessary proofs (attached documents)
that, together, make the case for granting consent.
An application for institutional accreditation typically
runs almost a thousand pages, including 20,000
words of narrative and 900-plus pages of appendices.
The sections of the application are best approached
individually at first, with work assigned to teams of
relevant internal authorities and/or external subjectmatter experts, coordinated by an appointed committee,
with adequate administrative support provided by the
organization (see chart, on following page). Internal staff
will need to be seconded either part- or full-time, and
their normal workloads reduced or reassigned. The work
of assembling the final application, bringing together
the outcomes and outputs of various individuals and
teams, should be undertaken only after all content
(including both narratives and documentation/proof)
have been developed and forwarded – it is a complex,
nuanced undertaking that can easily result in errors and
omissions.
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One mode of organizing the work leading up to an accreditation application offers the following division of roles
and responsibilities:
Theme/Area

Potential Internal Contributors

Potential External Contributors

Organizational Authority
& Structure

•

President/CEO

•

•

Vice President – Academic/
Provost

•

Vice President – Corporate
Services

consultant/expert in
regulatory standards in the
postsecondary educational
sector

•

Academic Development
Officer(s)

•

•

Academic Program
Manager(s)

consultant/expert in
postsecondary curriculum
design

•

Manager/Director of
Programming

consultant/expert in student
wellness

•

consultant/expert in
institutional & research ethics

•

institution’s regular auditor

•

consultant/expert in
communications

Educational Programming

•

General Operations

Application Coordination
& Assembly

•

Registrar

•

Manager/Director of Student
Services/Affairs

•

Manager/Director of Research

•

Development Officer(s)

•

Manager/Director of Finance

•

Manager/Director of
Operations

•

Manager/Director of
Information Systems/
Information Technology

•

Advisor to the President/CEO

•

Manager/Director of Strategy

•

Manager/Director of
Advancement

•

Key administrative support
staff
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“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 3: ‘Breakdown’ Activity
On the list of roles and responsibilities, below, name the staff member at your institution who most closely
represents the stated function. If the role is currently vacant or does not exist at your institute, name an
alternate staff member or external consultant who could assume that role’s responsibilities in contributing to the
accreditation application:
President/Chief Executive Officer:
Vice-President (Academic):
Vice-President (Corporate):
Registrar:
Manager/Director of Student Affairs:
Manager/Director of Research:
Manager/Director of Finance:
Manager/Director of Operations:
Manager/Director of Programming:
Manager/Director of IS/IT:
Manager/Director of Strategy:
Manager/Director of Advancement:
Academic Program Manager(s):
Advisor to the President/CEO:
(Academic) Development Officer(s):
Administrative support staff:
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Foundations for Institutional Growth
Institutional Philosophy &
Cultural Standards
According to WINHEC, ‘cultural standards’ refers to “a
set of guidelines or criteria that have been developed
by a particular cultural group to represent how they
wish to see the values, protocols, laws, traditions and
practices to which they subscribe reflected in the
programs, communities and institutions that impact
their lives.” Indigenous Institutes have their own,
unique mandates and goals, informed by their specific
community histories, ethics, worldviews, legal traditions,
and customs. Exactly how their specific, communityendowed mandates and goals are operationalized to
provide a supportive foundation for the teaching and
learning community is also unique to each individual
Indigenous Institute.

“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 4:
Writing Prompts

Governance: Structures & Processes
There are various models of institutional governance in
use across Ontario’s mainstream postsecondary sector,
including unicameral, bicameral, and even tricameral
structures:

Governing Council

Business
Board

University
Affairs Board

Academic
Board

Unicameral Governance

Where does your institute’s guiding vision
originate? How/by whom was it written?
How can your institute’s founding philosophy be
seen at work, in the everyday activities of the
institution?
(For example, is there a professional code of
conduct for staff and students, rooted in your
philosophy?)
If the goals of your institution have changed since
its founding, what events or ideas motivated
that change?

Board of Governors

Academic Senate

Bicameral Governance

mic
Acade e
Senat

University
Council

Board
Gover of
nors

Tricameral Governance
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All of these models represent an attempt to balance
the business/financial and the academic ‘sides’ of
postsecondary institutional functioning. These current
norms in the governance of public-sector educational
institutions are meant to satisfy three demands: (a) a
demand for transparency, often met by opening certain
governance meetings to the public and making process
documents outward-facing and available; alongside (b)
demands for internal accountability and openness, most
often met by establishing robust faculty and student
voices in governance bodies and processes. Whatever
structure is adopted, governance bodies work together
to establish and evaluate processes and structures, and
initiate and guide institutional change, as the school
responds to shifts in the operational environment. In
order to do this, governance must be embedded and
coordinated, meaningfully integrating academic and
financial/administrative decision-making.

“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 5:
Writing Prompts
What was the motivation for selecting your
institute’s governing structure?

“Looking Beyond Accreditation”
Exercise 3: Guiding Questions
If you are planning for institutional growth in
the near future, what governance issues do you
anticipate facing?
Are there specific governance processes, currently
in place at your institution, that need refining or
augmenting, in order to meet future demands?

Student Participation in
Institutional Governance
Institutional accountability relies on advocacy channels
through which individuals and groups work to balance
the various institutional powers and political interests
with the needs and aspirations of the students
themselves. Accordingly, postsecondary educational
institutions include opportunities for students’ voices
to be heard in operations and governance, stemming
from basic principles of consent and democratic
engagement. Students’ institutional involvement can
take many forms, most commonly:

How does this governing body represent the
communities your institute serves? (Is it made up
of community members, elected officials, leaders
of local organizations, Indigenous knowledge
keepers, etc.?)

Careful attention to institutional governance – the
structures that scaffold the setting, monitoring, and
achieving of critical outcomes – will be key to the
sustainable growth of the Indigenous Institutes sector.
Through dual accountability (answering fundamentally
to local community as well as meeting government
ministry standards and priorities), the task of
institutional capacity-building will, over the next several
years, likely give rise to new governance structures,
policies, and procedures uniquely appropriate to a
self-governing, Indigenous ‘Third Pillar.’
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Formal Advisory
Committees
Formal Association
Memberships
(e.g., residence,
departmental/faculty/
disciplinary, etc.)

Seats on Senate
and/or Governance
Board

Active Student
Council, Society,
or Union
Ad Hoc Structures
& Forums
(e.g., ad hoc
committees, focus
groups, etc.)
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“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 6:
Writing Prompts for Narratives
How are students engaged in decision-making
across your institute?
Do these opportunities for students’ voices to be
heard enact or depart from the mainstream models
shown above? If so, why?

Whatever the structure or process, the opportunities for
student voices to be meaningfully heard in institutional
operations and governance should be well-advertised
to ensure fair access to positions, events, and fora. In
Indigenous Institutes, mainstream avenues of student
participation in institutional operations and governance
may not be appropriate or successful, particularly if
they are overly combative or competitive, or overtly
hierarchical in terms of the distribution of ‘authority’
and opportunity. In such cases, culturally appropriate
methods like talking circles have been employed, with
different schools drawing upon their own nation’s
or community’s relational protocols and models of
governance.

and how they are being implemented, monitored,
and updated/improved. This means that, in order to
successfully pursue accreditation, it is necessary to
have a series of interlinked policies and processes in
place. If these are not already in existence, the journey
to accreditation will move back one step to the drafting
of the necessary policies and processes; further, the site
visit stage of accreditation review will specifically look
for policy implementation, so it is not enough to simply
have policy documents on file. Policies and processes
must actually be in place, guiding the everyday work of
the institute. Overall, then, preparing a first application
for accreditation probably entails engaging in
policymaking and process development in one or more
areas. In each area, this will involve several linear steps:

performing environmental
scan, best practices research,
and consultative outreach

“Looking Beyond Accreditation”
Exercise 4: Guiding Questions
How are you planning to keep alumni involved in
your institution’s future development and growth?

Institutional Policymaking &
Core Suite of Policies
Through accreditation, what is actually being “quality
assured” are the institution’s quality assurance
processes. For example: when evaluating a particular
program, an accreditation authority is not necessarily
approving the curriculum or faculty, but how these
various elements of the program were developed,
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creating processes that
actually enact policies

embedding processes in
day-to-day work & building
consensus across the institution
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The starting point for policy and procedure development,
in somewhat circular terms, is the drafting and approval
of a Policy on Policymaking. Such an “approach to
policymaking” document is necessary for ensuring
consistency across all policymaking activity, as well
as for the promotion of a balanced approach to policy
development and review. Drafted by a committee, it will
need to be reviewed and approved by the governing
body of the school. Such a policy should outline/include:
•

definitions of key terms

•

a standard process for policymaking and the
development of procedures

•

identification of clear authority over and
responsibilities for the development, approval,
renewal, implementation, monitoring, and
evaluation of policies and procedures

•

standardized formats for policy documents (e.g.,
policy templates)

•

a timeline for the review of policies and procedures
(to ensure they are concise, valid, accessible, and
continue to be relevant)

The suite of policies an accreditation authority
will look for is extensive, including documented
processes covering:
capacity
to deliver
program
delivery
admissions,
promotion &
graduation

program
evaluation
academic
freedom
& integrity

core suite
of policies

student
protection

organizational
evaluation
dispute
resolution

Breaking these categories down, an institution seeking accreditation must have policies covering:
Admissions, Promotion
& Graduation

Program Delivery

▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫

admission of mature students
level of achievement required to advance from year to year
measures for when minimum achievement requirements are unmet
credit transfer/recognition
entrance examinations & advanced placement
quality assurance of program delivery method(s)
mechanisms & processes for student feedback
faculty professional development
distance education
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Capacity to Deliver

Program Evaluation
Academic Freedom
& Integrity

Student Protection
Dispute Resolution
Organization Evaluation

▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫

credentials required of faculty
credentials required of research staff & academic supervisors
evidence of faculty credentials
regular review of faculty performance
means for ensuring the currency of faculty knowledge
faculty teaching & supervision loads
faculty availability to students
internal periodic review of the program
academic freedom
academic honesty & measures for ensuring individual compliance
ownership of intellectual products employees & students
research ethics
resolution of academic appeals, complaints, grievances, etc.
student dismissal
resolution of disputes of students, faculty, staff, and administration
internal periodic review of the organization

The items shown in the right-hand column, above,
are not necessarily standalone categories. Some
will require more than one policy to address all of
the issues requiring coverage; while in other areas,
several categories could converge in a single policy.
For example, a Policy on Student Conduct might
address academic honesty, students’ ownership of their
intellectual property, student dismissal, and resolution
mechanisms for disputes involving students, in a single
document; while adequate ‘organization evaluation’
activity may require separate policies for evaluating
the performance of the President & CEO, policymaking

itself (e.g., the previously noted Policy on Policymaking),
and processes for cyclic review of separate units or
departments within the institution. Finally, some aspects
of the required “core suite” may not be contained in
formal policies at all – for example, faculty teaching
loads, supervisory responsibilities, teachers’ availability
to students, etc. may be found in sessional instructor
employment contracts, and so may not require a
separate policy document. Finally, many policies,
especially those affecting students, must be public,
printed in the institution’s Academic Calendar or posted
on its website.
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“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 7: ‘Breakdown’ Activity
On the bulleted lists, above, place an X in the box beside the policies that have not yet been developed at your
institution. Of the list items now marked, which could be grouped together?
Suggest new policies that could address multiple ‘policy gaps’ at your institution, below.
New Policy 1:
New Policy 2:
New Policy 3:

Institutional Planning
Institutional planning constitutes an attempt to reconcile
the mission, operating environment, and values of an
organization, and to proactively and determinedly shape
a future path. It may be undertaken by the organization
as a whole, or by individual departments within it, or
both. Often, postsecondary educational institutions
engage in tripartite planning, in which a Strategic Plan
bridges and unites a Business Plan and an Academic
Plan, as illustrated in the graphic on the right. Not every
postsecondary educational institution will have all three
plans (Academic, Business, and Strategic) in place. For
reasons of efficiency, holism, or even merely current
capacity, some schools will draft a single, unified
Strategic Plan that incorporates academic, financial/
corporate, and shared concerns; others will produce two
plans, either Academic and Strategic Plans or Academic
& Business Plans, reflecting the traditional bicameral
structure of university governance, and the overall ‘split’
between academic affairs and corporate services. (The
subsequent sub-sections of this document present an
overview of this approach, discussing Academic Plans
and Business Plans in greater detail.) While no formal
planning documents are required for accreditation of
the institution or its programs, accreditation bodies will
typically look for plans as both repositories of evidence,
and as indicators of institutional capacity generally,
and of capacity for critical self-assessment and cogent
strategizing in particular.

Academic
Plan

Strategic
Plan

Business
Plan

Institutional plans span a number of years – typically
three to five – in order to present a long-term
description of the current “place” of the institution,
where it “wants to go,” how it “plans to get there,”
and how it will know when it has “arrived” at its
destination. Yet this analogy of a map may be faulty,
as the planning process is dynamic, utilizes both
qualitative and quantitative data, and employs a variety
of methodologies: from conducting workshops with
students and faculty; to engaging external consultants
to perform evaluations; to soliciting feedback and
initiating discussion on draft plans on both the
academic and corporate ‘sides’ of the institution,
usually under the guidance of a Steering Committee. All
plans should proceed to a structured implementation
phase, complete with a timeline of specific activities,
guided by an Implementation Committee. A typical
workflow for drafting institutional plans includes several
strategic steps:
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Research

Initiate
• appoint or elect a Steering Committee
• draft a work plan; attach due dates & assign responsibilities

• gather & analyse data on best practices, operational
environment, institutional history, etc.

Draft
• decide on a format, layout, headers, etc.
• write the content, including tools, indicators, etc.

Consult
• identify internal & external stakeholders
• select engagement methodologies (surveys, focus
groups, etc.)

Refine

Approve

• take draft back to stakeholders for feedback & input
• consider external review by one or more expert consultants

• present to relevant institutional governance body (or bodies)
• record approvals, conditions, review periods, etc.

Review

Implement

• establish an annual review process for each year of the plan
• “close the feedback loop” by regularly
re-engaging stakeholders

• appoint or elect an Implementation Committee
• set clear timelines, tasks, output measures;
assign responsibilities

“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 8: ‘Breakdown’ Activity
Is there a policymaking team at your institution? If not, which staff members would be strong candidates for
appointment (secondment) to a policymaking team?
Name & Title 1:
Name & Title 2:
Name & Title 3:
What outside resources does/would a policymaking team at your institute require? (check all that apply):

▫▫
▫▫
▫

coverage for members’ regular duties
internal engagement mechanisms (schedule of meetings, inclusion on governance agendas, etc.)
community consultation processes (advertised “town halls,” identified contacts/liaisons, etc.)
dedicated administrative support
institutional (branded, standardized) policy templates
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▫▫
▫

research support
lateral support (resource sharing, mentoring, etc.) from one or more Indigenous Institutes
a Policy on Policymaking (see p. 16)

The Academic Plan
A postsecondary educational institution’s Academic
Plan provides the framework for operationalizing its
educational vision, mission statement, and values. It
lays out broad goals, yet builds in processes that allow
for situational responsiveness, so that the school may
“pivot” toward (or away from) relevant changes in the
operating environment. Attention is paid to building
stronger networks of and supports for students, staff,
and faculty; developing resources; and strengthening
existing and pursuing new relationships between
internal and external constituencies, including local
organizations, communities, and other postsecondary
institutions. A final consideration of an academic plan,
for some schools, is to meet accreditation criteria.
The Academic Plan identified and is organized around
a series of core objectives, each of which will have a
justification, strategy and timeline for its achievement,
and methods for regularly monitoring progress and
responding to unforeseen challenges. Typical areas in
which specific objectives are developed include:
•

research capacity and strength

•

teaching excellence and innovation

•

programme quality and innovation (including
relevant and current curriculum, with ongoing
review, and distinctive and successful programmes)

•

credentialization (i.e., developing credentials that
are current/relevant, rigorous, and valued)

•

student academic support (including academic
advising, access to resources, peer learning,
discursive outlets, and educational infrastructure,
among others)

•

student co-curricular support (including physical,
mental, cultural, and emotional supports,
community, creative outlets, and career services,
among others)

•

experiential and service learning (focusing on
developing real-world skills, through partnerships
with local organizations)

•

community engagement

•

academic leadership (e.g., improving transparency
and efficiency, collegiality, and collaboration across
the university)

•

inter-university collaboration (including articulation
agreements and other partnerships)

“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 9: Writing Prompt
Taking direction from the list, above, identify your institution’s top academic priorities for the next three years:
Academic Priority 1:
Academic Priority 2:
Academic Priority 3:
Academic Priority 4:
Academic Priority 5:
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The drafting of the Academic Plan should be an iterative
process, based on the core values and mission of the
institution, as well as mandates received from the
provincial government (for example, cohort targets and
areas of institutional differentiation). It involves a wide
array of stakeholders, including (or especially) past and
present students.

The Business Plan
A school’s Business Plan focuses on the corporate
service supports facilitating the school’s educational
journey. Put plainly: postsecondary institutions today
are operating in a context of uncertain (and generally
declining) funding, steep competition, and increased
scrutiny in pursuit of particular visions of accountability
in the public sphere. Although they are not “businesses”
in the for-profit sense, the challenges postsecondary
institutions face are comparable, in many important
respects, to those in the private/corporate sector. The
pressure on the Indigenous Institutes is well above
the “norm,” though: As of 2016, the IIs in Ontario
were, collectively, only funded for 1,000 students per
year – compare this to the funding of 5,000 students
per annum at Indigenous Institutes in British Columbia,
a province with 28% fewer Indigenous persons
than Ontario.
A Business Plan communicates responsiveness to the
fiscal environment, and responsible use of resources,
to current stakeholders, especially government,
donors, and other funding bodies – yet it also speaks
to potential stakeholders, justifying new funding and
other supports. Like its companion Academic Plan,
the Business Plan identifies the unique place of the

postsecondary institution among its peers by clearly
linking the school’s vision and mission to specific
operational goals, backed by cogent strategies for their
attainment. In this case, the typical areas in which
specific objectives are developed include:
•

capital infrastructure

•

strengthening and diversifying revenue sources

•

community engagement to support increased
preparation and participation in the workforce

•

high value/high performance partnerships with
business, provincial and federal governments

•

leveraging state-of-the-art technology

•

identifying and planning for technology
requirements and innovations in all program areas

•

a sustainable financial and resource model

•

human resources recruitment and retention

•

“Employer of Choice” activities

•

performance management, professional
development, and succession planning

•

surplus utilization & deficit management

•

non-academic services that support learner
recruitment and retention

•

individual learner progress data collection and
analysis

•

“brand stories” for signature programming

•

marketing (external-facing) and communications
(internal-facing) initiatives

•

campus extracurricular activities & events
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“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 10: Writing Prompt
Taking direction from the list, above, identify your institution’s top operational priorities for the next three years:
Operational Priority 1:
Operational Priority 2:
Operational Priority 3:
Operational Priority 4:
Operational Priority 5:

The success of any plan, of course, is in its
implementation, and most institutional plans that fail
do so either because they were not fully supported:
either they were insufficiently resourced, or there
was too little thought put into their adoption across
the whole spectrum of operations. Planning requires
logical, attainable steps – but a strong plan is ultimately
a vision, rather than avv, that allocates everyone in
the teaching and learning community a valued role
within an organization whose identity they understand,
appreciate, and are motivated to honour.

Enrolment Planning
Setting goals and strategies for “headcount” and the
management of recruitment resources touches on many
more areas of institutional operation than just enrolment
per se: it steers future growth (or maintenance) of
the student body while also attending to the quality,
diversity, and success of that body. The process entails
setting targets for enrolment, based on an underlying
vision of the institution; carefully assessing the
success of past recruitment, retention, and student
achievement initiatives; and establishing short, medium,
and long-term priorities in achieving these goals. It is
both data-driven and informed by best practices in the
field. Enrolment planning recognizes and navigates the
departments or programmes within the institution that
are, independently, working on their own recruitment
and retention issues. Fulsome enrolment planning, then,

is a highly collaborative process that brings together
academic and administrative units, and fuses together
the academic mission and administrative function of the
institution.

“Preparing for Accreditation”
Exercise 11: Writing Prompts
How are enrolment targets set at your institution?
With the passing of the Indigenous Institutes Act
and formation of IAESC, what changes in your
student body (e.g., larger enrolment numbers, new
categories of students, more students engaged in
distance learning, a shift to/from a cohort model,
etc.) are you witnessing or anticipating?

In a robust enrolment plan, “student success”
is a dual continuum, moving on one scale from
marketing and recruitment, through orientation, to
the in-class experience, to co-curricular support;
and on the complimentary scale from admission, to
financial support, to academic support, to student
retention. Both pathways terminate in the granting
of the program credential. These continuums can be
combined in a holistic conceptualization of the learner
identity throughout the cycle of engagement with a
postsecondary educational institution:
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Given that there are a finite number of students to be
recruited, enrolment planning is seen as – and arguably
simply is – about competition for new admissions. (At
present, in Canada, the greatest competition occurs
in the recruitment of foreign students, which does
not widely affect Indigenous Institutes at present.)
Framing this constructively means determining and
disseminating the unique characteristics of the institute,
and accordingly, recruiting students that are looking
for what a particular school, alone, provides (or what it
provides best). This, however, does not mean that the
message can be the whole of the process: enrolment
planning is not about strong marketing, but strong
planning, based on strong evidence. It also cannot skew

too far to the “whims” of potential students, as the true
starting point is the institute’s vision for itself as a place
of higher learning, and what kind of students it wants
to attract to realize that vision. It is about figuring out
the institution’s ‘niche’ and fully inhabiting that unique
space, delivering not only what your school delivers
best, but delivering it to the best of your school’s
abilities.

“Looking Beyond Accreditation”
Exercise 5: Guiding Questions
How does your institute plan to grow, monitor, and
otherwise manage its enrolment?

Prospect

Alumnus

Inquirer

Graduate

Applicant

Graduand

Admittee

Continuing
Student

Enrolee
1st Year
Student
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Educational Programming
The postsecondary credential system in Ontario is
organized progressively, with multiple pathways out
of secondary school, as well as pathways increasingly
available laterally, between certain postsecondary
credential programs.
Any of the postsecondary credential programs depicted
on the right can “exit” out to the job market, as well as
to an adjacent credential (as indicated by an arrow).5

Program Development
Indigenous Institutes in Ontario have a strong history of
delivering academic programming in partnership with
the province’s colleges and universities. As accreditation
of standalone degrees becomes more readily available,
through the opening up of a specifically Indigenous
credentialing pathway, program development will move
to the forefront of academic activity across the sector.
As opposed to “partner” offerings, accredited by the

Doctorate
(3+ years)
Master’s Degree
(1–3 years)

Bachelor’s
Degree
(3–4 years)

College
Diploma
(1–3 years)

Vocational,
Skills &
Apprenticeship
Training
(1–4 years)

Secondary School Diploma

non-Indigenous signatories to an articulation agreement,
these “signature” programs will need to independently
address regulatory standards and benchmarks.

“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 12: Writing Prompts
Think about a program your institute is planning to develop in the near future. (From this point on, this is
your “proposed program.”). What motivated the decision to develop this new educational offering? (check all
that apply):

▫▫
▫▫
▫▫

community need
institutional strength in the field of study
labour market demand
student interest
expansion of an existing offering
conversion of a partner program to a signature program

How did you identify this motivation (i.e., where did the data, referenced above, come from)?

5

In this diagram, solid arrows indicate more common pathways; outlined arrows indicate less common pathways.
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The process of program development begins with
locating the proposed degree or sub-degree credential
on the Ontario Qualifications Framework.

Using the Ontario Qualifications
Framework (OQF)
The Ontario Qualifications Framework (OQF), the first
guide of its kind in Canada, provides detailed criteria
for apprenticeship certificates, qualifications awarded
by publicly-assisted colleges of applied arts and
technology and private career colleges, credentials
granted by Indigenous Institutes, and degrees offered
by public universities (along with other authorized
providers). The OQF is part of the province’s plan to
improve the postsecondary education system’s quality,
accessibility, and accountability. By monitoring changes

Developing new
programmes

Creating internal
quality assurance
processes

Assessing
transfer credits

Evaluating how well
existing programmes are
meeting expectations

Raising awareness of
the credibility of
credentials granted

Policymaking in
student mobility &
credential recognition

to the postsecondary landscape, the Ministry ensures
that the OQF stays current and aligned with changes
to legislation and regulation, reflects any changes in
credential names and government policy directives, and
includes new qualifications as they are established. Only
two credentials on the Framework are unavailable to
Indigenous Institutes applying for accreditation through
either IAESC or PEQAB: Certificates of Apprenticeship
and Certificates of Qualification, which are delivered
by Ministry-approved training delivery agents (typically
Ontario’s Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology)
and by Employment Ontario examination centres. The
OQF plays an integral part in several key processes in
Indigenous Institutes, as shown in the diagram on the
left below.
All credentialled programs in Ontario, Indigenous or
non-Indigenous, must meet the same standards –
indeed, that is the purpose of the Ontario Qualifications
Framework. Setting credentials as points along a
continuum, the OQF describes each one’s main
purposes and features, normal admission requirements,
and typical length of study, as well as elaborating
both the relationship between and uniqueness of each
degree and sub-degree qualification. For example,
descriptions of degrees include the differences between
academically oriented, profession-oriented, and degrees
in applied areas of study. (Professional associations
and/or regulating bodies typically identify the knowledge
and skills needed to enter a particular practice, for the
purpose of licensing or certification.) The OQF also
details the knowledge and skills expected of holders of
a given credential: its qualification standards or Degree
Level Expectations.
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DEVELOPING DEGREELEVEL EXPECTATIONS
Among the more significant and useful inclusions in the
Ontario Qualifications Framework are “Qualifications
Standards,” known elsewhere as Degree Level
Expectations or DLEs (by the Ontario Council of
Academic Vice-Presidents and Council of Ontario
Universities) or Degree Level Standards or DLSs (by
PEQAB and IAESC). The development of these standards
was driven by several converging forces: the need to be
able to compare and contrast qualifications, for transfer
credits, preparation for graduate study, and professional
qualification; the desire to accurately compare
academic equivalencies across educational jurisdictions;
and the goal of rigorously evaluating and monitoring
teaching and learning. The Qualifications Standards/
DLSs clearly state the expected learning outcomes of
a program, the skills, and the evidence of creative and
intellectual development that graduates should possess
on completion. Degree Level Standards cover several
broad areas:

Depth & breadth of
knowledge

Conceptual &
methodological
awareness/research &
scholarship

Communication skills

Application
of knowledge

Professional
capacity/autonomy

Awareness of
limits of knowledge
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The increasing complexity of qualifications standards (requiring greater program lengths to teach/learn) can be seen
in a comparison of a single DLS across multiple credentials:
Certificate 3

Diploma 2

Advanced Diploma

Honours
Baccalaureate

Program
Length
(academic
terms or
semesters)

2

4

6

8

DLS 1:
Breadth,
Depth, and
Complexity
of Knowledge

Knowledge
required to
complete a
list of tasks
with clear
instructions.

Knowledge
required to
complete a
variety of tasks
and specialize
in a few tasks.

Knowledge required to
complete a wide variety
of specialized tasks, with
an emphasis on depth.

In-depth knowledge of
an entire field and a
specialized area of the
field including theories,
methods, current
advances and research.

Be able to plan
and choose
between tasks.

Postsecondary institutions use the Degree-Level
Standards as the basis for developing their own
degree expectations, which may go beyond the
minimums outlined, and are typically expressed in a
way that honours their own individual missions, values,
characters, and cultures. One example of this can be
seen when the DLS “Awareness of Limits of Knowledge”

Be able to plan,
coordinate, design and
troubleshoot tasks and
provide guidance to
others.

Be able to critically
evaluate and compare
theories and concepts in
order to apply the most
appropriate methods;
develop solutions to a
problem or create new
work.

is put into context in the Bachelor of Arts in Ogwehoweh
Languages at Six Nations Polytechnic, where it becomes
a qualification standard specific to an honours B.A.
program in Cayuga or Mohawk, taught on the territory
of the Six Nations of the Grand River and according
to Hodinosho:nih/Rotinonhson:ni ways of knowing
and being:
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Original DLS

SNP DLS

An understanding of the limits to their own knowledge
and ability, and an appreciation of the uncertainty,
ambiguity and limits to knowledge and how this might
influence analysis and interpretations.

Though there exists a wealth of research
opportunities in Ogwehoweh language study, for the
most part, after over five hundred years of systemic
cultural suppression, these languages are critically
endangered, having few first language speakers
remaining.
Throughout the nineteenth century, scholars from
many disciplines conducted extensive research in
Ogwehoweh communities, collecting oral histories,
stories, traditional names, ceremonies, and primary
source materials and accounts of, for example,
the Great Law of Peace and the operation of the
Haudenosaunee Confederacy. In many cases,
field notes and research manuscripts remained
in museums for over a century, seen by only a
few people from the Six Nations community. In
some cases, there are variances in the manner
in which scholars have interpreted or translated
Indigenous knowledge and language – often from
a Western perspective. Efforts to recover, translate,
and reinterpret such documents are underway by
language speakers and Indigenous Knowledge
Guardians. This is one example of how students
will understand and appreciate the limits of
knowledge and how this may influence analysis and
interpretation.
Students are also encouraged, throughout their
degree studies, to understand knowledge construction
as an iterative, lifelong process (for example, in
the Lifelong Learning courses); and to employ both
culturally and academically-grounded principles of
humility, transparency, and thoughtful reflection in
building and presenting their understandings, as
one means of grappling with the provisional, often
subjective nature of knowledge.

Note that the adapted/revised DLS does not depart from
the original so much as go further than the original,
treating the mainstream criteria as a minimum and
a basic guideline that is then adapted or refined to
the specific context of an Indigenous Institute. In an

accreditation application, narratives, similar to the
example above, must be drafted for each of the six
Degree Level Standards, for the specific credential, as
shown on the OQF.
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“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 13: ‘Breakdown’ Activity
Thinking about your proposed program, draft some initial, point-form ideas about how you might adapt or refine
DLS 1 (“Breadth, Depth, and Complexity of Knowledge,” shown in the table on p. 27) to the potential new
educational offering at your institute:
Adaptation/Revision 1:
Adaptation/Revision 2:
Adaptation/Revision 3:
Adaptation/Revision 4:
Adaptation/Revision 5:

Program Abstract & Nomenclature
Descriptions or abstracts are narrative accounts of
the planned program, of approximately 200 words,
summarizing the nature of the program and its
outcomes, including potential graduates’ opportunities

for either employment or further study. This description
is required for the accreditation application, but
additionally serves as the basis for marketing materials,
and so should use “everyday” language and widely
understood terminology.

“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 14: Writing Prompts
In writing an abstract for your proposed program, reflective engagement with key questions can help jump-start
the draft:
1. What expectations will prospective students have of this program? (In other words: how is this program
akin to, yet different from, similar offerings at other schools?)
2. What skills, understandings, and experiences will students develop through this program?
3. What unique resources will students in this program be able to access?
4. Where will students of this program go after graduation?

Program & Academic Governance
Each postsecondary institution is expected to have
an internal quality assurance process that includes a
policy and/or process for exploring a new programming
opportunity, including what a formal proposal must
include and what steps that document passes through
before receiving institutional approval for continued
development. This internal system will, itself, be
reviewed by the external body governing the particular

accreditation pathway chosen (i.e., either IAESC or
PEQAB). The policy and process must outline the steps
entailed in proposing and developing a new program,
up to the submission of an application for program
accreditation. Often, a single policy will govern both the
initial development and the cyclic review of programs,
as part of a continuum of quality assurance.
Policies and procedures pertaining to program
development and program review ensure that programs
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offered by the institute are aligned with its philosophy,
vision, mission, and specific academic goals (as
outlined in the Academic Plan); that programs, as
a result, have unqualified institutional support; and
that the quality and consistency of programs undergo
continuous improvement. The process should mesh with
and compliment those of the accreditation authority
while additionally, in the case of Indigenous Institutes,
responding to the “quality assurance mandates” of the
specific communities they serve (including, for example,
the explicit support of Indigenous languages, practices,
philosophies, and knowledges).

“Preparing for Accreditation”
Exercise 15: Writing Prompts
Who made the initial recommendation to develop
your proposed program? Who approved it? (In the
case of an individual, give their title; in the case of
a governance body, name the committee.)
How does the proposed program “fit” your
institution’s mission, vision, philosophy, and values?
PROGRAM ADVISORY COMMITTEE
It is a regulatory requirement that academic
programs at public postsecondary institutions have
an advisory committee, known as a PAC (Program
Advisory Committee), that plays a key role in assuring
curriculum quality, student success, and the robustness

of graduate pathways. There must be a Program
Advisory Committee in place prior to submitting the
program for accreditation, as the PAC’s endorsement
of the application is a necessary component of the
submission. Each program may have its own PAC, or
a cluster of closely related programs (for example,
Health Services, Social Sciences, etc.) may all use a
common PAC. The PAC typically reports to a program
or institutional authority, for example the Program Chair
or Director, Faculty Dean, or Academic Vice-President.
In the Indigenous Institutes sector, PACs will be one of
the main ways that IIs identify and address community
needs, aspirations, and expectations.
Membership of the Program Advisory Committee
typically includes some or all of: tenured professors,
industry employers, school board representatives,
government officials, and other experts; typically
accomplished individuals, subject-matter experts, and
acknowledged leaders in their fields. Taken together, the
PAC should represent a diversity of relevant experiences
and knowledges. Members are usually appointed to the
committee by invitation, and serve terms varying from
one to four years. PEQAB identifies “best practices” in
PAC functioning, including: having an external member
act as Chair and setting the agenda; having at least
eight members; meeting a minimum of twice annually;
and having a secretariat composed of institutional/
program staff, to perform administrative functions
(booking meetings rooms, sending out meeting
invitations, etc.).
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PACs help to evaluate program effectiveness, monitor
student success, and identify present and anticipate
future trends in the field of study and/or industry (and
thus any required changes to the skills and knowledges
required for entry into future study or employment),
ensuring both the relevancy and the currency of the
Graduate Standards
Employment

curriculum. PACs for a program cluster will often
advise on the need for or longer-term viability of a new
program in that area. Specifically, the Program Advisory
Committee for a particular educational offering will
advise on a range of issues, including:

Accepted and evolving knowledges & competencies required of graduates
Potential student placements & general employment trends

Work-Integrated
Learning
New Program
Development
Curriculum Quality
Cyclic Program Review
Research
Technology
Strategy
Recruitment & Outreach
Student Awards

Potential and long-term viability of proposed new programs
Relevancy, currency, and robustness of programming
Formally participation in the institution’s cyclic quality review process
Opportunities for introducing research and prospects for external research
Predicting and embracing technological treands in relevant sectors
Supporting the strategic goals of the program and institution
Strategies for student recruitment
Establish and assist in allocating scholarships, bursaries, and awards

Course Resources

Potential guest speakers, emerging materials (new texts, etc.) and other resources

Public Relations

Relationships with community, discipline, business, industry, and professional associations
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“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 16: ‘Breakdown’ Activity
Thinking of your proposed program, what skills, knowledge, or experience would be most useful on its Program
Advisory Committee? Identify the occupations, credentials, leadership positions, employers, or professional
affiliations that could/should be represented on the PAC:
Member 1:
Member 2:
Member 3:
Member 4:
Member 5:
Member 6:
Member 7:
Member 8:

Course Development
Accreditation applications require the submission of
complete programs of study, including syllabi/course
outlines for all core and non-core courses. This is a
thoroughgoing process – as the description of the DLS
for Six Nations Polytechnic’s Bachelor of Arts program
(above) shows, courses need to not only fit together
and suit the institution’s unique approach to the field
of study, they need to work in concert to address the
specific qualifications standards of the credential.

Developing a course is a time-consuming but highly
rewarding and informative experience. The curriculum
designer’s personal philosophy of teaching and learning
will play a foundational role, as will operationalizing the
institution’s vision for teaching excellence. (Often, a
new course offering within an existing program will be
designed by the individual faculty member who intends
to teach it.) Developing a course begins with selecting
a general topic – often this becomes the name of the
course, for example, “Indigenous Research Methods.”
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“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 17: ‘Breakdown’ Activity
Thinking about your proposed program, what subjects within the general field of study should be included in the
curriculum? Brainstorm five potential topics and list them, below.
Topic 1:
Topic 2:
Topic 3:
Topic 4:
Topic 5:
Which of these topics would make a strong, core course in your proposed program? Come up with a tentative
name for that new course. (From this point on, this is your “proposed course.”)
Once a program is accredited, course development
work does not stop. A new course offering normally
arises from a combination of available expertise, school
or departmental need, and student interest. The new
offering must fit within a degree or certificate program,
complimenting (building on or feeding into) related
coursework and moving the student toward graduation.
Sometimes a calendar description will already exist
for the course, providing important guidance; and
occasionally the course will have been taught before,
meaning that a prior syllabus will provide inspiration
or the groundwork, and perhaps only need revision.
All courses should undergo periodic review, and that
process will potentially re-launch development work to
refine the offering. The process of course development
involves several interrelated tasks, resulting in clear
outputs – many of which will end up being written into
the course syllabus/outline:

course
description
topics
& schedule

course
materials

assessment
tools
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Setting Course Objectives
Course objectives describe what will be covered in
a course. They are more specific than the course
description (as shown in the Academic Calendar), but
broader than the student learning outcomes (discussed

below). In setting the objectives, the curriculum designer
should consider the level of the course and its place
within the overall degree programme, and then decide:

Core information the
course should cover

Most important ideas
students should learn

Key skills students
should develop

Basic attitudes
students should
cultivate

•

Facts/events

•

Theories

•

Communication

•

Respect for diversity

•

Time period(s)

•

Frameworks

•

Interaction

•

•

Specific cases

•

Perspectives

•

Analysis

Curiosity about the
field

•

Etc.

•

Etc.

•

Critical thinking

•

•

Etc.

(Inter-)cultural
understanding

•

Etc.

It can help to divide objectives into the essential and
the aspirational, or what students must take away from
the course and what the instructor hopes they gain.

Practical considerations also come into play, as does
careful reflection on the composition of the expected
learner cohort.

“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 18: Writing Prompts
Thinking of your proposed course, is it better formatted as a single term or a full academic year (8 months) in
length? To inform this decision, consider the following questions:
Is your institution primarily offering single-term or full-year courses at present? Is your infrastructure (for
example, the Student Information System) limited to one or the other?
What constraints or challenges will students face over the duration of the course?
Is it important to build a learning community within the course, allowing students to get to know and work with
one another over the longer term?
What can reasonably be accomplished, on this course subject/topic, in a single (4-month) term?
What resources will students need access to in order to be successful in their coursework? Are any of these
resources seasonal, off-site, or of otherwise limited availability?
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Establishing Course-Level
Learning Outcomes

Writing the Course Description

Course-level learning outcomes are clear, measurable
statements about what each learner is expected to
know by the end of the course. The learning outcomes
carry the course objectives forward, moving from what
the instructor will teach to what the students will be
able to demonstrate by the end of the course. Outcomes
are specific, attainable, verb-based (“students will…”),
and measurable. They typically appear on the course
syllabus as a bulleted list. As well as linked to the
course objectives, because learning outcomes are
measurable goals, will be strongly tied to assessment
methods – in fact, well-written learning outcomes make
it easier for an instructor to pick effective assessment
methods (tests, assignments, etc.).
Course Description
“Dos”

Course Description
“Don’ts”

Be teacher-centred
or course-centred
Use the active voice
and employ action
verbs (analyse, plan,
create, etc.)

Use the passive voice
or marketing language

Use short
descriptive phrases

Make vague or
sweeping
statements

Be outcomes based
(aligned with the
course outcomes on
the syllabus)

Use marketing
language

Be short, clear,
and concise

Be long (>80 words),
obvious, or repetitive

Once you have the course objectives and learning
outcomes, the actual description of the course becomes
much easier to draft, since these provide the most
important “cues” for what to include. As with the
program abstract, the course description presents the
educational offering to stakeholders – in this case,
those stakeholders are almost exclusively the students
in the program, who are preparing for mandatory and
choosing between elective offerings in their program of
study. Course descriptions are typically very brief, since
they appear in the institution’s Academic Calendar,
and should not be confused with longer, narrative
portrayals of the course that an instructor may include
on the actual syllabus. Best practices in writing course
descriptions are depicted in the graphic on the left.

Planning Delivery Mode &
Teaching Methods
Course delivery can proceed through multiple teaching
methods, and multi-method approaches are gaining
favour for their ability to engage a fuller range of
learning styles. Additionally, because learner attention is
highest when the timeframe is kept under 20 minutes,
meaning that long lectures and lengthy activities will not
optimize learning, and switching and blending methods
may be the best course. When group activities are a
key instructional method, there may be a need to set
enrolment minimums for the course. In evaluating
different teaching methods for their suitability in a
given course, it can be helpful to organize them in a
few different ways, to reveal all aspects that might
impact final pedagogical decisions. The diagram, on the
following page, shows teaching methods organized by
level of learner involvement – this is only one way of
categorizing activities, approaches, and instruments;
indeed, another is shown in the ‘Breakdown’ Activity for
this section. Note that recent scholarship in teaching
and learning has moved away from the more traditional
postsecondary methods (shown primarily on the far left
of the diagram, below) in favour of an approach in which
students do not “learn” or “absorb” knowledge, but
“co-create” it.
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Low Learner Involvement

Moderate Learner Involvement

High Learner Involvement

•

lectures

•

group discussions

•

role playing & simulations

•

panel discussions

•

behavior modeling

•

debates

•

demonstrations

•

observation

•

case studies

•

online drills

•

•

internet searches

•

tutorials

reflective writing
(blogs, journals, etc.)

•

concept mapping

•

asynchronous online forums
(i.e., those not in "real time")

•

storytelling

•

educational gaming

•

"real time" online forums

•

structured experiences

•

project-based learning

•

collaborative learning

•

e-mail & listservs

•

audio/video conferencing

Every teaching method has inherent strengths and
weaknesses, and not all will lend themselves to
the course content or objective of a given lesson.
In considering teaching methods, the instructor’s
familiarity and comfort level with certain styles of
engagement, the fit between various strategies and
the instructor’s own teaching philosophy, and the

match between particular methods and specific
learning outcomes (and assessment tools) are key
considerations. Just as important is the learning
environment the instructor wishes to create, and how
various teaching strategies will augment or impede this;
as well as the comfort and familiarity students may have
with some methods over others.
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“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 19: ‘Breakdown’ Activity
Thinking about your proposed course, and which teaching methods would be most effective and appropriate. Put
a check ( ) in the boxes, below, that indicate methods your instructors are already using. Place an X next to the
methods that would require additional training for your current instructional staff and/or adding to your current
pool of instructors. Black out the boxes ( ) next to any teaching methods that would not be appropriate for your
proposed course, or for your institution as a whole.

▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING:
field trips

▫▫
▫▫
▫

simulations
games
field observations
roleplaying
surveys
experiments
model-building

DIRECT INSTRUCTION:
lecture
drill & practice
compare & contrast
over
demonstration

▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫

INDEPENDENT STUDY:
research
essays
reports
homework
assigned question
learning contracts
learning centres

online/
correspondence lessons

▫▫
▫▫
▫

▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫

INTERACTIVE INSTRUCTION:
debates
role-playing
panels
brainstorming
peer practice
interviewing
discussion

tutorial or
learning groups

INDIRECT INSTRUCTION:
case study
reflective discussion
concept mapping
problem-solving
interpreting readings

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
IN TEACHING
While instructor knowledge may be considerable, and
they may also have significant relevant experience,
diversifying voices, approaches, backgrounds,
and perspectives is a good in itself, and provides
learners with many important benefits, particularly
in multicultural classrooms. In Indigenous Institutes,
community engagement becomes an imperative
due to the centrality of community in Indigenous

epistemologies and pedagogies, the tremendous
wealth of knowledge and experience housed in
those communities, and the explicit responsibilities
of Indigenous Institutes to their home communities.
In course design, an instructor should take the time
to think deeply about the presence and capacity of
local individuals and organizations whose knowledge
intersects with one of more of the class topics.
Contributions from these community members can
take the form of guest lectures, field visits, in-class
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exercises, internships or co-ops, and presentations,
among other modes of engagement. For such
dedication of time and effort, it is necessary to budget
for appropriate honorariums.
INCORPORATING LEARNING
TECHNOLOGIES
By now, more than a generation has grown up with
technology playing a prominent role in every aspect of
their lives. This is one of the drivers of significant shifts
in the educational landscape: toward greater use of
learning technologies. The challenge, now, is not only
the availability of specific technologies, but fighting the
urge to let the ‘tech’ take over the teaching, as well
as in successfully integrating information technology
(IT) into the classroom. A simple roster of technologies
currently being used in Ontario’s colleges and
universities includes:
•

presentation software (such as PowerPoint)

•

personal response devices (“clickers”), used to poll
students in real time

•

“screencasting” or lecture-capture tools, used
to record lectures directly from the instructor’s
computer without the need for additional audiovisual equipment

•

online collaboration tools, which allow for
instructor-student collaboration on documents

•

tablets, which can be linked with instructor
computers, classroom projectors, and the cloud,
allowing real-time sharing of images and text

•

video conferencing, which allows guest lecturers to
join from geographically distant sites

•

projection equipment, now standard in
postsecondary settings, allowing instructors to play
movies and audio recordings

Used strategically, learning technologies can build
student skills while raising the quality of class
discussion and increasing student engagement in the
learning process. IT should, however, play a supportive
role, following instead of determining or deforming

the course learning goals. Like other course elements,
learning technologies should also be evaluated when
students are asked to give feedback on a course.
Most instructors have been hesitant to take advantage
of learning technologies, because of either a lack of
familiarity or a lack of awareness of the potential of
these tools. This makes it essential that the school
organize workshops, demonstrations, and presentations
to enhance understanding and facilitate the adoption of
IT in the classroom.

“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise
20: Writing Prompts
How are students informed of the technology
requirements for a given course at your institute?
Are there on-campus computer facilities at your
institution? Are learners provided with “loaner”
equipment (e.g. laptops or tablets) for use in
completing their coursework?
What is your institution’s upgrading schedule for
computer resources (software) and equipment
(hardware)?
LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (LMS)
Courses may either be developed for online delivery
or adapted to online delivery; further, courses may be
delivered fully online or in conjunction with periodic
in-person/on campus engagement (known “hybrid”
or “blended” delivery). The actual learning platform
should not matter, as all of the major contenders on
the market today offer similar functionality, and any
of the top choices in use in Canadian postsecondary
institutions (including Blackboard, D2L Brightspace,
Moodle, CourseSpaces, and Instructure Canvas, among
others) incorporate the necessary components. Either a
new or adapted course will require the instructor to set
up online modules, assignment dropboxes, chat forums,
e-mail functionality, discussion boards, and meeting
spaces; further, readings and other materials may need
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to be digitized and uploaded (and copyright secured),
if these are not already available electronically, and
course objectives and learner outcomes may need to be
adjusted to suit the particular strengths and limitations
of online delivery.

“Looking Beyond Accreditation”
Exercise 6: Guiding Questions
Is your institute planning to expand hybrid/blended
and/or fully online program offerings?
What data is driving this decision?
What additional resources will your institution
need to deliver more hybrid/blended and/or fully
online courses?

Test or exam
(oral or written)

Research essay

Annotated
bibliography

Case
study analysis

Research outline

Dialogue or
group discussion

Debate

Presentation/
oral report

Review (book, play, etc.)

Group project

Peer assessment

Reading response

Summary or précis

Cognitive map

Journalling or
letter-writing

Narrative or story-writing

Integrating Assessment Tools
There are virtually endless possibilities for evaluating
student progress, and the list of typical methods
can grow to accommodate unique, creative forms
of assessment developed for a particular course.
Some of the more common evaluation tools used in
postsecondary institutions are shown in the illustration,
left. The assessment methods chosen should evaluate
the student learning outcomes; be a natural endpoint of
the selected teaching methods; fit with the instructor’s
and institution’s teaching philosophy, cultural frames,
and needs, as well as those of potential students; and
compliment the learning environment.
Each assessment method must be weighted, giving
greater importance to those tools that demand greater
skills, resources, or time. Further, grading must
anticipate, to some extent, the likely course average,
since courses often need to meet departmental
standards in this area (for example, first-year university
courses often aim for a C+ average, second-year
courses for a B- average, etc.).
As important as graded assessments can be, ungraded,
informal, and dialogue-based feedback provided to
students (either periodically or on a continual basis) can
have considerable effect. While structuring assignments
to allow students to develop their skills cumulatively
remains a key strategy, ongoing activities that allow
students to incorporate feedback and further develop
their work can be especially effective. Finally, the time
students will need to devote to submitting materials
for assessment, or writing exams, etc. must fit within
the general guidelines: for each course, total workload
per student should not demand more than eight to ten
hours a week, including the actual time spent in class.

Obtaining Course Materials
For any given course, the range of possible learner
materials is vast, and choosing between them will be
one of the most time-consuming stages of developing
a course. If the course has been taught in the past, or
a similar course is taught elsewhere, sample syllabi
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will yield a range of potential materials. Using a variety
of sources can provide a multi-perspectival view of a
topic (for example newspaper pieces, journal articles,
artworks, biographical material, histories, etc.).
Additionally, different learning styles will respond to
different kinds of assigned works. Picking appropriate
and effective materials means finding works that:
•

suit the course objectives and learning outcomes

•

are relevant to the academic discipline the course
fits within

•

are rigorous and of high quality

•

engage learners, without repeating or overlapping
with their studies in other courses

•

where possible, cover more than one theme, issue,
or theory in the course

•

show interrelationships between concepts

•

encourage deeper or further inquiry

The time demand for class preparation is a key
consideration, since readings and other materials
should not demand more per-class preparation time
than students can reasonably devote. The norm for
mainstream universities is that students should devote
8-20 hours per week to each course, including their
time actually in the classroom. Since research shows
that the average learner can read dense materials
at a rate of approximately 50-75 words a minute, or

5-6 minutes per page, a 20-page reading will take
students approximately two hours to complete.
CONSIDERING COPYRIGHT
Copyright is, now more than ever, a pressing issue in
securing material for postsecondary courses. Courses
will almost invariably require that students be able to
access “third-party content,” due to the limited scope of
open-access materials, while educational materials are
increasingly hidden behind prohibitive “paywalls.” As a
default measure, course readings should be selected
in accordance with the Fair Dealing provision of the
Canadian Copyright Act (R.S.C., 1985, c. C-42) (i.e.,
each reading should constitute one book chapter, one
article, one poem, one image, or no more than 10% of a
source). Such materials may be distributed to students
for educational purposes, prohibiting any other use. How
students will access these materials is also an issue.
Many schools will provide students with a packet of
photocopied readings, spiral or perfect-bound, produced
in-house (often called a “coursepack” or “reprotext”).
If the course relies heavily on one or a few books,
arrangements must be made for students to purchase
these texts. It is common for a single or a couple of
copies of an expensive text to be placed “on reserve” in
a central location (a campus library or reading room), for
use in that space only, allowing free and equal access
by all students.
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Setting the Course Topics & Schedule

Drafting the Course Outline/Syllabus

Typical academic terms run from eleven to fourteen
weeks. As a result, narrowing down a rich field of study
to approximately a dozen topics, and determining how
best to order them, requires considerable thought. This
process begins with careful attention to the course
objectives. Concept or ‘mind mapping’ can be helpful in
coming up with a roster of topics and works particularly
well for visual thinkers. Simply brainstorming an initial
list, while considering the links between them, is
another method; followed by narrowing the list down
to the essential or most clearly interrelated entries,
and then turning these into lists of headings and
subheadings. Ordering the course topics can also be
challenging, and there are various ways of determining
what sequence will work best, including:

The document that assembles all of the work invested
in course design into one place – all of the elements
discussed above – and presents that finalized course to
students, is the syllabus or course outline. This written
document serves as a kind of “contract” between
instructor and student, and should minimally contain
all of the elements listed in the diagram on p. 34,
along with:

Chronological
Topics follow a date order

Cumulative
Topics build on one another, progressively

Problem-solving
Each class deals with a case study, question, or issue
Spiralling
Concepts, themes, or theories are woven throughout;
each class introduces a new insight & new information

•

administrative information (course name, instructor
name and contact details, term, classroom location,
etc.)

•

class schedule (a dated accounting of topics and
readings, either in list or tabular format)

•

course policies (e.g., late submissions, student
conduct, etc.)

•

institutional policies (i.e., standardized statements
about academic integrity, access to instruction/
communication with the instructor, confidentiality,
and the submission and appeal of student grades)

Complete syllabi/course outlines for all courses, both
core and non-core, are a requirement of an application
for accreditation of a postsecondary program, in both
the IAESC and PEQAB process. Further, courses must
be “mapped” to show the progression (“scope and
sequence”) of offerings, and student promotion through
the level of the program. Well-designed courses are
not just internally cogent, they “flow” into one another
and build steadily toward the satisfaction of all of the
program-level learning outcomes.

Synthesizing
Each topic stands alone, but builds
towards an ultimate synthesis or (re)solution
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Cyclic Reflection & Quality Assurance
Accreditation is not a one-off process, as institutions
granted consent to award degrees and/or sub-degree
credentials are required to engage in continual
self-study and data-driven improvement, while their
credential-granting status is periodically externally
reviewed by the relevant accreditation body. Specific
policies and processes regarding the review of existing
programs must be drafted to align with the accrediting
body’s standards; while at Indigenous Institutes the

additional realm of quality assurance – the community
– must also be substantively incorporated. Provincially,
program accreditation is re-assessed for renewal
every five years, and that undertaking can contain
some unfortunate ‘surprises’ if particular systems
have not been put in place prior to, or during the initial
consent-granting process. Ideally, the initial application
presents an institution or program that will merit
renewed approval.
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Admissions, Registrarial
Functions, and Student Affairs
The Admissions Cycle
There is no standard
postsecondary
admissions cycle,
although there are
strong commonalities
in the timing of acceptance, processing, and response
to applications from prospective students. The one
exception to this non-standardization is the procedure
followed by students seeking admission through the
Ontario Universities’ Application Centre (OUAC), a
non-profit agency supported by the Council of Ontario
Universities and processing applications for full-time
programmes at 21 postsecondary institutions. In 2017,
90,000 prospective students applied through this
portal. The OUAC deadline is typically mid-January for
programmes commencing in the Fall (i.e., beginning in
September) Term. This deadline is chosen to predate
the specific application deadlines of various schools,
and because by this time secondary school students will
have their first term grades in hand. Late applications
are accepted by the Ontario Universities’ Application
Centre with the caveat that, although they will be
forwarded, they may not be considered by the recipient
school, or may not be considered on equal footing.
Students applying to competitive programmes will
often do so early, even as soon as the admissions
cycle opens (which varies by university, but can be as
early as September of the prior year), knowing that
offers of admission for exceptional applicants are
typically extended on a rolling basis until there are
no more available spaces. Where available spaces
outpace qualified applicants, as well as in cases where
spaces re-open subsequent to offers of admission
being declined, institutions may extend offers right

up until the programme start date. Each school will
send notifications to prospective students that their
application has been received; normally, admission
decisions are made within one to two months of a
student submitting a complete application, including all
necessary supporting documents. This documentation
is often the hurdle, as students enrolled in a secondary
school at the time of application will not receive their
final grades until at least May. Consequently, some
offers of acceptance will be extended conditionally,
requiring that students’ final grades meet a particular
cut-off, or that students verify completion of all
prerequisite courses. All admitted students will be given
a window in which to accept or decline the offer of
admission. In Ontario this is usually June 1.

Recruitment/
advertising

Admissions
window opens

Background
documents forwarded

Application submitted

Admission decision

Student response
(accept/decline)
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Schools tend to classify all prospective students,
whether they apply through the OUAC or not, as “101”
applicants (current high school students) or “105”
applicants (all others). The latter category is sometimes
divided into “105D” (domestic applicants) and “105F”
(international applicants). The 101 Applicants will have
their grades forwarded automatically by their current
school, while the deadline for supporting documentation
for 105 Applicants will typically be a month after receipt
of their initial application. Deadlines vary according
to programme criteria, some of which require, for
example, interviews, auditions, test results, or portfolios,
all of which demand extra time for evaluation. Even
in undergraduate programmes with no additional
admissions criteria, standard prerequisites need to
be verified, for example transcripts and certifications.
For regular (non-specialized) streams at most Ontario
universities, the deadline for fall admissions will be in
late January or early February for current high school
students, and late March for all others. This is known
as the “equal consideration” or “equal opportunity”
deadline, as is the last point at which all incoming
applications receive equal consideration; after this date,
applications are considered on a “first-come, firstserved” basis until all available places are filled.

“Preparing for Accreditation”
Exercise 21: Writing Prompts
How were your institution’s admissions
requirements set? Do these requirements align with
(a) the Ontario Qualifications Framework and (b) the
specific, written learning outcomes of the program?
If your institution uses a “mature student”
category, what criteria are used to evaluate these
applications?

Access to Instruction
While separate legislation outlines necessary
accommodation measures for primary and secondary

school students in detail, at the postsecondary level
it is the very general Charter of Rights and Freedoms
and provincial human rights statutes that govern
accommodation. In Ontario, these are the Ontarians with
Disabilities Act and the Ontario Human Rights Code.

Collectively, the Charter, Act, and Code guarantee
the right to equal, non-discriminatory access to and
treatment in education, and devolve to postsecondary
institutions the duty to accommodate students with
disabilities “up to the point of undue hardship.” The
intention is not to provide an advantage to students with
disabilities – which is often the false and damaging
perception of those with insufficient understanding of
the barriers such students face – but to create a “level
playing field.” The Ontario Human Rights Commission
describes the accommodation process as a shared
responsibility, in which both students and postsecondary
institutions have a duty to cooperatively engage, as well
as specific obligations:
Post-secondary Institutions: These institutions
must ensure that their facilities and services are
accessible, that appropriate, effective and dignified
accommodation processes are in place, and that
students who require accommodations because
of their disabilities are accommodated to the
point of undue hardship. Under the Ontarians with
Disabilities Act, they are also required to complete
an accessibility plan. Educators at the postsecondary level are responsible for participating in
the accommodation process (including the provision
of specific accommodations), being knowledgeable
about and sensitive to disability issues, and
maintaining student confidentiality.
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Students with Disabilities: A student with a
disability, or his or her parent or guardian, is
required to advise the education provider of the
need for accommodation, participate in discussions
regarding possible accommodation solutions,
meet curriculum standards once accommodation
is provided, and work with the accommodation
provider on an ongoing basis to manage the
accommodation process. (OHRC)
Statistics indicate that approximately 3% of university
and 8% of college students receive accommodation,
most often for learning disabilities and mobility and
sensory impairments, with a small (but growing)
proportion seeking accommodation for reasons of
mental health. The Council of Ontario Universities
describes the “five barriers to accessibility” as:

Attitudinal (deleterious behaviours,
perceptions, and assumptions)
Organizational or systemic
(policies, procedures, or practices
that prevent full participation)
Architectural or physical
(elements of buildings
and outdoor spaces)
Information or communciations
(lack of consideration of
sensory disabilities)
Technological (inaccessible devices or
technological platforms that cannot be
used with an assistive device)

“Looking Beyond Accreditation”
Exercise 7: Guiding Questions
Which of the “five barriers” on the left is/are the
most challenging for your institute to address?
Are your limitations in addressing the “five barriers”
primarily about resources deficits (requiring
additional funding), gaps in understanding
(requiring additional training), or lack of problemsolving and implementation strategies (requiring
opportunities for mentoring, collaboration, and
lateral learning)?
How could these limitations be overcome? For
any proposed solution(s), suggest a first step in
initiating the process, and a realistic “due date” for
taking that step.

By law, students in need of accommodation are
required to report their disability to the school, and
provide medical documentation of its limitations,
but are not required to specify the actual condition.
Institutions should endeavour to, as far as possible,
de-stigmatize and streamline the process of applying
for accommodation, particularly for students with
invisible disabilities, who often experience considerable
stress about self-identifying, and increase the level
of understanding among staff and faculty. Since the
1990s, each postsecondary institution has been
required to develop its own approach to, and particular
delivery methods and institutional structures for,
satisfying their responsibilities to accommodate
students with disabilities, including providing or
developing equipment, services, policies, and facilities.
Most on-campus services are coordinated by a
dedicated office or centre.
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“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 22: Writing Prompts
What accommodations are currently available to students at you institute? (check all that apply):

▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫

extensions on academic assignments
note-taking technology or student note-takers
admissions procedures that do not rely on standardized test results or solely on grades
printed lecture notes or permission to record lectures
alternatives to in-person meetings or office hours (e.g., e-mail, phone, etc.)
visual language interpreting or captioning for deaf and hard of hearing students
accessible classrooms, priority seating, and ergonomic supports
listening systems (e.g., infrared or radio sound systems)
audio textbooks
special campus tours
reduced course loads
substitute assignments (e.g., oral reports instead of written)
supports for field & practicum work (e.g., mentors, assistive tech., specialized equipment, etc.)
disability advisors and learning skills counsellors
academic skills services (workshops, one-on-one training, group sessions, and seminars)
tutors experienced in working with students with disabilities
help securing extra funding
special arrangements outside of the accommodations policy (e.g., presence of an attendant)
testing accommodation (additional time, supervised breaks, distraction-reduced environment, etc.)

On the list above, place an X next to accommodations that are not currently in place at your institution, but seem
promising. What resources would be required to investigate these options?

Academic Advising
Postsecondary students have not generally been
encouraged to see advising as an opportunity to forge a
resonant, sustained relationship with someone who can
see them through the entire course of their programme,
as well as an opportunity to shape a significant part of
their own educational experience, and to make sense
of that journey for themselves. As a result, many do
not ever seek academic advising, except when it is
a requirement of their programme. Research shows

that strong advising increases student retention and
decreases the time to graduation, which allows schools
to attract quality students and raise their reputations.
It also links the student’s curricular and co-curricular
opportunities and experiences; builds their confidence
in their skills and potential to learn, develop, and apply
knowledge; and encourages them to trust and engage
their own knowing and decision-making.
Minimal academic advising often functions as a kind
of extension of student registration, involving checking
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boxes on forms, submitting documents, booking
periodic appointments, signing permission forms,
and pushing students along a series of milestones to
graduation. Advising, though, should also help students
clarify their educational goals and plan their schedules
as a minimum; it should additionally involve informing
students about and helping them apply for financial
support and academic awards, pointing out co- and
extra-curricular opportunities, and providing referrals
and offering support when students are experiencing
academic or personal difficulties. A truly robust
approach to academic advising includes:
•

a clear vision/mission/philosophy of academic
advising, in a published statement

•

an advising structure that fits the institution’s
size and character

•

identified, coordinated, and recognized leadership
for student advising

•

advisors with significant accumulated knowledge
of and experience in an academic setting

•

an advisory & evaluation committee providing
oversight/recommending policy and procedure
revisions

•

comprehensive, cyclic review of the academic
advising system

•

regular, constructive performance reviews for
academic advisors

•

a recognition/reward system for academic
advisors

•

professional development opportunities for
academic advisors

•

making use of the school’s range of
communication technologies

•

multiple modes of engagement with students
(individual meetings, group sessions, online
advising, etc.)

•

active knowledge of and support for academic
advising at all levels of the institution

Student Supports
To succeed, students need a variety of supports that
address multiple aspects of their selves (academic,
social, cultural, economic, etc.) and fortify healthy
relationships with other members of the teaching and
learning community, and with their school. The World
Indigenous Nations Higher Education Consortium
asserts that “well-being” is specific and grounded, so
that every Indigenous Institute will have a particular
model that is rooted in Indigenous ways of knowing and
being; while all communities and their representative
institutions will have their own definitions of what it
means for postsecondary students to engage and
ultimately, to succeed.
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Events

Processes

Structures

Relationships

•

Conferences,
workshops, and
lunch-and-learns

•

Tutor-matching,
study halls, and test
prep

•

Dedicated physical
spaces

•

•

Financial supports

Visits with Elders &
Elder-in-Residence
Programs

•

Cultural exhibitions
& excursions

•

Academic
mentoring

•

Teaching & research
assistantships

•

Mentor-matching &
role models

•

Feasts

•

•

Student recognition
events

Community
placements

•

•

Transition programs
& orientation days/
weeks

Peer networks &
sharing circles

•

Culturally adept
academic & career
advising

•

Meals programs &
food boxes

•

Indigenous
language tables

•

Active check-ins

At Indigenous Institutes, student interests, including
their rights and responsibilities, are protected
and promoted via culturally supportive teaching
environments; tangible supports for Indigenous
learners specifically; the timely and accurate provision
of information; the rigorous protection of student
data; forums for student voice and avenues for their
involvement in the governance and administration
of the institute; fair treatment and just resolution of
problems and disputes involving learner members of the
academic community; and opportunities for students
to take responsibility for their own well-being. Ideally,
of the many support activities listed in the diagram,
left, opportunities should exist for students not just to
participate in but to actually plan and facilitate these
engagements; to reach out within and across any
cultural or social “divides” within the student body;
and to suggest new forms of outreach and involvement
altogether.

Student Information
Privacy & Confidentiality
Standards of engagement with students include
sound provisions for the protection of each individual’s
privacy and the confidentiality of their information.

Confidentiality should be the guiding principle in
the handling of any and all student data; this is
appropriate given the priority afforded it in the
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy
Act (FIPPA), with which all schools must fully comply.
In all cases, institutions should endeavour to collect
only the student information that is essential to its
operation, and adequately protect such information
via the development and application of secure access
systems, clear policies, and staff trainings. It is normal
for postsecondary institutes to require that all staff
and faculty sign oaths of confidentiality with respect
to student records, and that student information is
neither released nor redirected, except where the
student has given their permission, or in certain other
situations entailing safety, security, legal, or compelling
compassionate concerns (all of which must additionally
be permitted under FIPPA). In the case of the ‘Third
Pillar,’ Indigenous Institutes must retain student records,
for the purpose of establishing/verifying credentials,
for twenty-five years (or, in the case of institutional
closure, to forward those records to the accreditation
authority to safeguard for the remainder of the required
retention period).
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“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise
23: Writing Prompts
How does your institute protect student
information?
What is your institutional procedure for when a
student wishes to access their file? Are they able to
challenge any of the data they find in their student
record/request an amendment?
What confidential information (e.g., confidential
evaluations and third-party letters of reference,
etc.) is a student at your institution not permitted to
view in their own file?

Provision of Information
Being informed is a minimum standard for ultimately
being engaged as a member of the teaching and
learning community. Educational institutions have
a clear obligation, both legal and ethical, to provide
accurate and current information to both prospective
and enrolled students. Students obtain information
about their rights and responsibilities, as well as those
of the institute, at several points along the enrolment
continuum (from prospective learner to graduate),

usually beginning with the school’s website and/or
Viewbook. The most commonly accessed repositories
of such information, however, are the institutional
academic calendar and student handbook.
ACADEMIC CALENDAR
A postsecondary educational institution’s Academic
Calendar is the official record of academic programs
and academic policies, as reviewed and approved by
the appropriate internal governing bodies. It conveys
information necessary for students to enter into the
teaching and learning community with an understanding
of how the school fulfils its academic role and mission.
Each student becomes bound to the policies and
procedures outlined in the Academic Calendar by
virtue of registering, after which they are responsible
for familiarizing themselves with all of the specific and
general requirements, policies, and procedures relevant
to their behaviour throughout the course of their studies.
It is both a course catalogue with which students plan
their studies, and a reference tool for students to verify
important dates, procedures, and other key information.
Note that the Academic Calendar is not actually a
“calendar” in the everyday sense of the word: it is not
the institutional calendar, key dates, class schedule, or
student timetable.

Key Dates

Academic Calendar

Class Schedule

Student Timetable

Listing of key dates
(esp. deadlines) in each
academic term

Compendium of
academic programs
& policies

General schedule
of courses in each
term, showing times
and locations

Individual listing of
courses a student is
enrolled in

Minimally, educational institutions are required to
provide to students, prior to registration, access to
complete policies and procedures governing:

▫▫
▫

admissions
credit transfer and recognition (incoming and
outgoing)
additional entrance qualifications
(e.g., examinations)

▫▫
▫
▫▫
▫▫

prior learning assessment
grading & grade appeals
international student information (e.g., how
domestic qualifications can be satisfied)
method(s) of course delivery
academic integrity/honesty
intellectual property
student withdrawal
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▫▫
▫▫

student dismissal
support services
fees (tuition and ancillary)
payment of fees and fee refunds

▫▫
▫

financial aid (scholarships, bursaries, and loans)
institutional closure policy
confidentiality of student information

“Preparing for Accreditation” Exercise 24: ‘Breakdown’ Activity
On the bulleted list, above, place a checkmark ( ) in the box beside the policies/procedures that already exist
at your institution but are not included in your Academic Calendar. Now place an X in the boxes next to policies/
procedures that are still under development, or do not exist yet in an official, written form.
For all of the items now marked with a check, are the policies/procedures ready for inclusion in your institute’s
Academic Calendar (i.e., are they written in clear, concise language that students will easily understand?)
For all of the items now marked with an X, name individuals at your institution with knowledge of the current
process, who could participate on an Academic Calendar Ad Hoc/ Working Group. Give each individual’s name
and official title.
Individual 1:
Individual 2:
Individual 3:

Because the subjects covered in the Academic Calendar
are under continual review, these documents are
now often made available electronically, rather than
in print, and updates are posted frequently. Students
are bound by the requirements printed in the calendar
for the year they were admitted to the school, and the
calendar takes precedence over all other documents
that might include a version of its contents (for example,

the Student Handbook or Viewbook). The school’s
governing body is the final authority in the interpretation
of academic regulations. In the case of partnership/
articulation agreements between different institutions,
the Academic Calendar of the degree-granting body
is considered the binding and definitive one. A typical
Academic Calendar is a very comprehensive document,
often hundreds of pages long even at a small school.
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STUDENT HANDBOOK
Typically published by the Dean’s or Registrar’s Office,
the Student Handbook, usually distributed during
orientation week, both introduces enrolees to the
opportunities and services available at the institution
and helps them understand what will be expected
of them as members of the teaching and learning
community. Emphasizing self-learning and personal
accountability, it is every learner’s responsibility to
engage with the Student Handbook. The publication
lays out the vision of the institute and demonstrates
its commitment to fulfilling that vision by providing
clear guidance and resources, thus smoothing the
path of meaningful collaboration and proactive conflict
management. Typical contents of the Student Handbook
are illustrated in the diagram, below, which also shows
where the Handbook overlaps with other sources of
information for students.

Campus
safety &
security

Welcome
messages

Overlap with
institutional
website

Overlap with
Viewbook

Physical
resource listing

Where to
address further
questions

Campus maps

Liability &
limitations
statements

Overlap with
Academic
Calendar

Student Code
of Conduct

“Preparing for Accreditation”
Exercise 25: Writing Prompts
In addition to the typical information shown on the
bulleted list, above, what else is included in your
institution’s Student Handbook?
How often is your institution’s Student Handbook
reviewed and revised? How are necessary updates
identified and undertaken?

Because the handbook is not a legal contract, and is not
binding in that sense, the school has the right to amend,
elaborate, supplement, (re-)interpret, rescind, or deviate
from any policies, regulations, or codes contained in
the document, as it solely deems appropriate given
the specific facts and context of a given situation/
occurrence. The student handbook is, in essence and
practice, a living document.
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Accreditation standards require that, in all
postsecondary institutions, policies and procedures
are in place to ensure the timely and fair resolution
of disputes in a manner that safeguards the dignity
and affirms the equality of rights of all individuals.
Procedures for the resolution of issues, including
alleged infractions of any code, policy, or contractual
arrangement, as well as for the initiation and resolution
of academic appeals, should be transparent and
publicly available (for example, printed in the Academic
Calendar and/or posted on the institutional website),
as well as reviewed with students during orientation
activities (including a step where students affirm their
understanding of these procedures).
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“Preparing for Accreditation”
Exercise 26: Writing Prompts
How does your institute ensure that students are
aware of, can continually access, and have actually
read the policies and procedures that affect them?
Are these policies and processes publicly available
(e.g., posted on your institution’s website),
individually available (e.g., distributed to students
during orientation or in hard copy at the Registrar’s
Office), or internally-facing (e.g., downloadable
through the Student Information System)?

An appeals and dispute resolution framework should
balance the power to protect students with policies
to appeal decisions and include clear timelines and
deadlines for the totality of the process(es) involved.
Disputes may involve academic appeals, complaints,
grievances and/or other issues between students,
faculty, staff, and administration; accordingly, a high-

level authority, typically designated and empowered
by the governing body of the institute, should be
specifically charged with ensuring that all stakeholders
receive expedient and just treatment, across all
departments and at all levels. Every institute of higher
learning has a duty to inform students of their right to
know and understand the charges or complaints made
against them, which must be conveyed clearly and in
writing; in response, students have a right to be heard
before any disciplinary decision is made. Appeals and
hearings by individuals, panels, or boards should be
a well-established institutional practice, requiring the
accountable participation of disputants, and structured
on progressively formalized steps to ensure all facts
are considered. The option for mediation or third-party
arbitration should also be available to disputants.
Wherever possible, it should be possible to resolve
disputes informally, through the intervention of an
approachable, identified, and specifically empowered
member of the school administration.
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Appendix A: Glossary of
Accreditation & Academic Terms
Academic appeal: The process by which a student
appeals their final grade for a course.
Academic calendar: The official publication of a
postsecondary institution, detailing admissions
requirements, fees, regulations, program
information and course offerings, and other
relevant information, including general policies and
processes which govern the institution and student
behaviour.
Academic freedom: The right to ask questions,
investigate answers, disseminate results, and
discuss ideas – no matter how controversial or
contrary to convention they may be – without fear
of censorship or reprisal.
Academic misconduct: A conscious, deliberate
attempt to obtain academic advantage or credit
through deceptive and/or fraudulent means.
Academic year: the normal year during which classes
run. This consists of several terms (often Fall Term,
Winter Term and Spring/Summer Term) from early
September to the end of August.
Academic probation: Students with a cumulative
grade average less than an institutionally
determined minimum are not in Good Academic
Standing, and instances of falling below this are
noted as “Academic Probation.” Students on
probation are required to raise their cumulative
average to be in Good Standing at time of next
review, usually following one year of full-time study.
Students may be on Academic Probation only once.
A subsequent review with cumulative average
of less than the set minimum does not clear the
probation and standing will be “May Not Continue.”

6

Academic review: The process where the institute
reviews and determines the academic standing
of each student, at appropriate times, based
on grades.
Academic standing: The statement of the
academic performance of a student following
academic review.
Access to instruction/accommodation: Processes
and procedures in place to ensure fair and equal
access to education for students with disabilities.
Accreditation: “[A] process of recognizing educational
institutions for performance, integrity, and quality
that entitles them to the confidence of the cultural
and educational community being served.”6 Also
known as ‘qualifications authority’ or ‘validation
authority,’ depending on the jurisdiction.
Advanced standing: Academic credit awarded to a
learner upon admission to a program of instruction,
which enables direct entry to a second or higher
academic achievement level of that program.
Audit: To take a course without receiving academic
credit, with specific permission to do so.
Bursary: A monetary award usually given out based
on a combination of financial need and strong
academic standing.
Cancelled course: Any course removed from the
student’s timetable after the registration deadline,
and before the last day to do so without academic
penalty within the given term.
Convocation: The annual ceremony at which degrees
are conferred.

WINHEC Accreditation Authority (2016). WINHEC Accreditation Handbook: Pre-School-Secondary (P-12) (3rd ed.), p. 31.
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Core course: A course that is required for completion
of a given program.
Course level: A numeric code indicating the normal
year of study.
Credit: The value assigned to a course, usually given in
classroom/teaching hours per week, over a single
term or the academic year, for both a half course
and a full course. Upon successfully completing
a course, a student is said to have “credit” for
that course.

who exemplify the values and lifeways of the
local culture and who possess the wisdom and
willingness to pass their knowledge on to future
generations. Respected Elders serve as the
philosophers, professors and visionaries of a
cultural community.”8
Elective course/Non-core course: A course that is
not required for completion of a given program, but
which will contribute to the total units needed.

Credit transfer: The acceptance of course credit(s)
earned in another institution as equivalent to course
credit(s) at SNP, based on an assessment of the
affinity between the courses.

Epistemology: “[A] fancy term used to refer to the way
knowledge is constructed and organized within a
given cultural tradition. As such, it also reflects the
ways of knowing associated with a particular world
view and knowledge system.”8

Cultural standards: “[A] set of guidelines or criteria
that have been developed by a particular cultural
group to represent how they wish to see the
values, protocols, laws, traditions and practices to
which they subscribe reflected in the programs,
communities and institutions that impact
their lives.”7

Faculty: “[I]ndividual members of an academic staff
associated with a higher education institution
or program, recognizing that in some academic
traditions, “faculty” refers to the whole of the
academic staff associated with a particular
disciplinary or professional unit (e.g., a Faculty of
Education).”9

Deferred examinations: Approved, final exams
scheduled outside of (typically later than) the
usual exam period, following the submission of
a written student request referencing compelling
circumstances.

Full-time studies: Institution-specific definition of
the course load (number of registered courses
or units per term) necessary to qualify as a fulltime student.

Disruptive behaviour: Any student activity that
negatively affects the learning environment.
Dropped course: Any course removed from the
student’s timetable before the registration deadline.
Elders: “[Those] accorded a central role as the primary
source of cultural knowledge in Indigenous
societies. However, the identification of “Elders”
as culture-bearers is not simply a matter of
chronological age, but a function of the respect
accorded to individuals in each community

Invigilator: An individual who, in the absence of or in
addition to the professor, administers and oversees
examinations.
Learning environment: The environment inclusive
of classrooms, laboratories, field trips, clinical
settings, field placements, and any other location,
on or off of the institution’s property, where
instructor-supervised learning activities are
taking place.
Mature student: An admission category for a student
who has not met OSSD program admission
requirements, has not attended secondary school

7

WINHEC Accreditation Authority (2016). WINHEC Accreditation Handbook: Pre-School-Secondary (P-12) (3rd ed.), p. 31.

8

WINHEC Accreditation Authority (2016). WINHEC Accreditation Handbook: Pre-School-Secondary (P-12) (3rd ed.), p. 32.

9

WINHEC Accreditation Authority (2016). WINHEC Accreditation Handbook: Pre-School-Secondary (P-12) (3 rd ed.), p. 22.
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or college on a full-time basis for at least one year,
and has not attended university.
May Not Continue: Students who have not obtained
the minimum cumulative grade average for
their program, or who have not increased their
cumulative average as required after registration on
Academic Probation, will be assigned an Academic
Standing of “May Not Continue”. They are not
eligible to enrol in courses but may apply for
Reinstatement to a later academic term.
Part-time studies: Institution-specific definition of
the course load (number of registered courses
or units per term) necessary to qualify as a parttime student.
Passing grade: The minimum necessary grade for
successfully completing a course.
Plagiarism: Presenting, in whole or in part, material
done by someone else, or the ideas, language,
or other intellectual property of someone else,
as one’s own work (i.e., without appropriate
acknowledgment of the source of the material).
Prerequisite: A course or other requirement that must
be completed/demonstrated to be eligible for
enrolment in a subsequent course. Prerequisites
may include successful completion of a specific
course, completion of a specific course with a
specific grade, enrolment in a specific program or
level, approval of the instructor, completion of an
assessment, WHMIS training, etc.
Program: An approved set of courses leading to a
degree, diploma, or other certification.
Readmission: The process of returning to a
postsecondary institution after an interruption in
studies or formal withdrawal.

Registrar: The office or officer responsible for
managing academic information and processes,
and enforcing the academic regulations contained
in the institution’s calendar, as they pertain to
student behaviour and performance.
Registration: The process of choosing, formally
enrolling in, and paying fees for courses, and the
responsibility to manage each of these aspects of
registration in a responsible and timely manner, per
sessional dates.
Reinstatement: Returning to studies after a mandatory
withdrawal, subsequent to a favourable evaluation
of evidence that (a) extenuating circumstances
contributed to negative academic standing and
(b) those circumstances have since been resolved.
Repeated course: A course taken more than once, in
order to obtain a passing or higher grade.
Scholarship: A monetary award granted on the basis
of academic merit, excellence, and/or other criteria.
Suspension: Typically, students whose enrolment is
cancelled due to Student Conduct violations, or who
are not eligible to enrol due to Academic Integrity
violations, will have a notation of “Suspended”
added to their transcript. Future enrolment requests
will be considered by the Registrar, with reference
to the appropriate policy as indicated.
Transcript: The official document that records a
student’s program of study, courses taken, grades
achieved, and credentials awarded at a given
educational institution.
Withdrawal: Ceasing studies at the program level or
leaving the institution altogether. Withdrawals may
be voluntary, initiated by the student, or mandatory,
initiated by the institution.
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Appendix B: List of Common Acronyms
AC

Academic Counsel

MCU

Ministry of Colleges and Universities

CAATs

Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

OCQAS

Ontario College Quality Assurance Services

CIQG

Council for Higher Education Accreditation
International Quality Group

OHRC

Ontario Human Rights Commission

ONCAT

DLE

Degree Level Expectation

Ontario Council on Articulation
and Transfer

DLS

Degree Level Standard

OQF

Ontario Qualifications Framework

FIPPA

Freedom of Information & Protection of
Privacy Act

OUAC

Ontario Universities’ Application Centre

OUCQA

IAESC

Indigenous Advanced Education &
Skills Council

Ontario Universities Council on
Quality Assurance

PAC

Program Advisory Committee

II

Indigenous Institute

PEQAB

IIQAB

Indigenous Institutes Quality
Assurance Board

Postsecondary Education Quality
Assessment Board

PLLO

Program-Level Learning Outcome

IS

Information Systems

TOR

Terms of Reference

IT

Information Technology

WINHEC

ITAL

Institute of Technology &
Advanced Learning

World Indigenous Nations Higher
Education Consortium
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What are your institute / organization’s vision,
mission, goals, cultural standards, and overall
work? How do your vision, mission, goals,
standards, and overall work support your
Indigenous philosophies?

The candidate must show that it is authorized
to operate by an education authority approved
by the appropriate governmental organization,
agency, or controlling entity as required by the
jurisdiction in which it operates (i.e., tribe, state,
province, nation).

Indigenous
Philosophies

Vision, Mission,
Goals, Cultural
Standards, and
Overall Work

Authority to Operate
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What Indigenous philosophies are foundational
to your institute/organization’s vision, mission,
goals, cultural standards, and overall work? How
do these philosophies support an Indigenous
model of wellbeing?

The candidate demonstrates authorization by
an educational authority as required by the
applicable jurisdiction to operate.

The candidate identifies and provides clear
explanations for how its vision, mission, goals,
cultural standards, and overall work are founded
in its Indigenous philosophies.

The candidate identifies and articulates its vision,
mission, goals, cultural standards, and overall
work.

The institute/organization’s philosophies support/
align with its community’s well-being model.

The candidate identifies, defines, and provides
an example of each component of its Indigenous
community’s well-being model.

Benchmark
The candidate identifies, defines, and provides
an example for each Indigenous philosophy upon
which the institute / organization is founded.

Standard

Category

1. Organizational Review Standards, Benchmarks, and Sample Evidence (IAESC)

Academic Plan
Viewbook

•
•

Organizational Charter (Community
Governing Council Resolution)

Strategic Plan

•

•

Business Plan

statement of founding philosophy

•
•

published mission statement

•

description of student support services

•

relevant community organization
publications

•

institutional code of ethics

community planning documents

•

•

wellness infographic

statement of founding philosophy

•
•

published mission statement

•

Sample Documentation

Appendix C: Samples of Benchmark Evidence
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The candidate has a functioning oversight board
responsible for the quality and integrity of the
institute to ensure that the institute’s Indigenous
mission is being achieved. The oversight board
has at least five voting members, a majority
of whom are representative of the Indigenous
communicates being served and have no
contractual, employment, or personal financial
interest in the institute.

The candidate employs a responsible
administrative authority who is appointed
by the oversight board and whose principal
responsibility is for the well-being of the institute.
The person in charge may not serve as the chair
of the institute’s oversight board.

Review of the
Oversight Board

Board Leadership/
Person in Charge
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Standard

Category

The candidate has a leader/person-in-charge
whose primary responsibility is the well-being
of the institute, which is documented along with
other central duties.

The candidate demonstrates development of
the curriculum and academic policies including
participation by academic staff, and consultation
with community members.

The candidate has: a) qualified senior
administrative staff, including a chief executive
officer (or equivalent) who is accountable to
the governing body and whose full-time or
major responsibility is the administration of the
institute, and b) sufficient administrative staff
with clear lines of administrative authority and
accountability necessary to conduct the affairs of
the institute.

The candidate has a governing structure that
is responsible for managing the assets of
the organization; maintaining the purpose,
viability, and integrity of the institute; achieving
institutional policies and goals; selecting
administrative leadership; and providing
the appropriate physical, fiscal, and human
resources.

The candidate has a functioning oversight board
with a sufficient number of voting members
(minimum of five) who are representative of the
Indigenous communities being served and have
no contractual, employment, or personal financial
interest in the institute.

Benchmark

Academic Plan
Strategic Plan
prior external assessments (e.g., WINHEC
accreditation report/results)
organizational structure diagram
job descriptions for senior administrative
roles

•
•
•
•
•

organizational structure diagram
CEO job description

•
•

Academic Plan

Business Plan

•

•

organizational structure diagram

•

policies on curriculum development &
review

Governance Board terms of reference

•

•

Board By-Laws

•

Sample Documentation
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The candidate employs socio-cultural-political
processes associated with leadership and
decision-making for the institute/organization
that reflect traditional contemporary, spiritual,
cultural, and social, as well as structural and
governing patterns that reflect the norms of
the Indigenous community being served. Such
patterns of leadership and decision-making strike
a balance between culturally appropriate and
modern contexts.
The institute/program is governed and
administered with respect for, and in
consideration of, the educational needs and
legitimate claims of the constituencies it serves,
as determined by its chartered purposes and
accredited status.
The candidate’s Indigenous philosophies guide its
conduct and business practices in the course of
its operations.
The candidate offers one or more educational
programs that are congruent with its mission
and are conducted at levels of quality and rigour
appropriate to the credentials offered. It provides
a locus or environment in which the learning
experience is enriched through interaction with
Indigenous people and communities.

Culturally Based
Patterns of
Participation in
Leadership &
Decision-Making

Institutional/
Program Integrity

Ethical Conduct

Program Integrity
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Standard

Category

Governance Board terms of reference

listing of work-integrated learning
experiences
samples of past co-ops, internships, etc. in
the community
student testimonials
course outlines showing in-community
activities, community guest speakers, etc.

•
•
•

•
•

program description

•

The candidate delivers programs that meet
the level of quality required by the Ontario
Qualifications Framework according to the
credentials offered.
The candidate provides programs that are
enriched through interaction with Indigenous
people and communities.

course outlines

•

explicit philosophical statement in preamble
of policy documents

Board By-Laws
•

Governance Board terms of reference

•
•

Board By-Laws

•

Governance Board terms of reference

•

Organizational Charter (Community
Governing Council Resolution)

Board By-Laws

•

•

Organizational Charter (Community
Governing Council Resolution)

•

Sample Documentation

The candidate’s Indigenous philosophies govern
educational programming, curriculum, pedagogy/
instruction and assessment.

The candidate upholds its Indigenous
philosophies through its conduct and business
practices in the course of operations.

The institute has governance and administration
practices that aligns with and are in
consideration of the constituencies it serves.

The candidate has socio-cultural-political
processes associated with leadership and
decision-making that reflect traditional and
contemporary, spiritual, cultural, social, as well as
structural and governing patterns that reflect the
norms of the community being served.

Benchmark
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The candidate employs a core of full-time,
qualified academic faculty/appointees. This
group of personnel is representative of the
Indigenous populations being served and
adequate in number and qualifications to meet
its obligations toward achievement of the
institute’s mission and goals. Faculty members
are involved in the formulation of the institutional
policy and participate in academic planning,
curriculum development and review, instruction
and assessment, professional development,
student academic advising, governance and are
evaluated in a periodic and systematic manner.
Individual faculty qualifications reflect the mission
and goals of the institute and are consistent with
the educational needs of the Indigenous people
being served.

The candidate teaches through: 1) a core body of
content that blends Indigenous as well as modern
subject matter knowledge and skills, 2) culturally
relevant contexts for teaching and learning, 3)
assessments that are grounded in Indigenous
knowledge, culture and language use, worldviews
and ways of knowing and linked to skills,
knowledge and dispositions that allow Indigenous
students to thrive in multiple worlds.
The candidate teaches through pedagogical
strategies that are grounded in Indigenous
knowledge, culture and language use, worldviews
and ways of knowing and lined to skills,
knowledge and dispositions that allow Indigenous
students to thrive in multiple worlds.
The candidate utilizes Indigenous culture and
language to empower Indigenous students’
identity and renormalize the use of each in its
Indigenous community.

Academic Faculty/
Appointees

Indigenous-Based
Curriculum

Indigenous-Based
Pedagogy/
Instruction

Indigenous
Language & Culture
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Standard

Category

The candidate integrates Indigenous language
and culture into educational programs and
furthers the aims of the Indigenous community
the candidate serves.

The candidate’s pedagogy/instruction
demonstrates that its strategies are grounded
in Indigenous knowledge, culture and language
use, worldviews and ways of knowing, and linked
to skills, knowledge and dispositions that allow
Indigenous students to thrive in multiple worlds.

The candidate provides instruction through a) A
core body of content that blends Indigenous as
well as modern subject matter knowledge and
skills. b) Culturally relevant contexts for teaching
and learning. c) Assessments that are grounded
in Indigenous knowledge, culture and language
use, worldviews and ways of knowing and linked
to skills, knowledge and dispositions that allow
Indigenous students to thrive in multiple worlds.

The candidate involves faculty members in
the formulation of institutional policy and
participation in academic planning, curriculum
development and review, instruction and
assessment, professional development, student
academic advising, governance, and ensures that
faculty members are evaluated in a periodic and
systematic manner.

The candidate ensures that faculty are
representative of and qualified to meet the needs
of the Indigenous populations being served and
adequate in number and qualifications to meet its
obligations toward achievement of the institute's
mission and goals.

The candidate has a core body of full-time,
qualified academic faculty/appointees that are
employed by the institute.

Benchmark

teaching staff job descriptions
policy on teaching staff professional
development
listing of past teaching & learning
professional development opportunities

•
•
•

listing of pedagogies employed in
programming
course outlines
community educational planning documents

•
•

course outlines

•

•

listing of pedagogies employed in
programming

•

samples of student work

sample sessional contract

•

•

policy on program development &
evaluation

•

sample assessments

teaching staff job descriptions

•

course outlines

sample job postings

•

•

staffing projections

•

•

CVs of teaching staff

•

listing of pedagogies employed in
programming

sample sessional contract

•

•

CVs of teaching staff

•

Sample Documentation
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The candidate integrates community /
institutional resources and services with teaching
and learning to execute the entity’s mission
and vision. Such support is actively sought and
integrated into educational programs.

The applicant institute / program subscribes to
internationally recognized conventions related
to the cultural and intellectual property rights
of Indigenous peoples (including the Mataatua
Declaration), as well as all locally applicable
guidelines for research in Indigenous settings.
The institute/program’s faculty members and
students are free to examine and test established
views and present unpopular opinions
appropriate to their area of study, as judged
by the Indigenous and academic/educational
community.

The candidate identified and published the
expected learning outcomes for each of its
credentialing programs, provides appropriate
instruction, guidance and support to faculty to
assess student growth, and has a systematic
process for assessing, analyzing, reporting,
archiving, and using data to ensure that students
achieve these outcomes.

Community/
Institutional
Support/Integration

Academic Freedom

Student
Assessment/
Achievement
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Standard

Category

The candidate depicts assessment and
achievement through a) Expected learning
outcomes documented for programs, according
to requirements set out in the OQF and other
outcomes according to the institute’s Indigenous
philosophy; b) Appropriate instruction, guidance
and support to faculty to assess student growth,
and culturally relevant contexts for teaching
and learning; and c) Systematic process for
assessing, analyzing, reporting, archiving, and
using data to ensure that students achieve these
outcomes.

The institute supports faculty members and
students to freely examine and test established
views and present unpopular opinions
appropriate to their area of study, as judged
by the Indigenous and academic/educational
community.

The institute subscribes to internationally
recognized conventions related to the cultural
and intellectual property rights of Indigenous
peoples (including the Mataatua Declaration),
as well as all locally applicable guidelines for
research in Indigenous settings.

The candidate integrates community /
institutional resources and services with teaching
and learning to execute the entity’s mission and
vision.

Benchmark

student records policy
course outlines
program briefs
minutes of Academic Council meetings
minutes of Program Advisory Committee
meetings

•
•
•
•
•

policy on academic freedom

course outlines, if/where these reference IP

•
•

research policies referencing community
research protocol(s)

community educational planning documents

•

•

student testimonials (current & alumni)

•

highlighted contract text (esp. for consulting
contracts) showing IP provisions

samples of student work

•

•

sample assessments

•

policy on intellectual property

course outlines

•

•

listing of pedagogies employed in
programming

•

Sample Documentation
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The candidate systematically applies clearly
defined evaluation and planning procedures
(involving Indigenous participation), assesses
the extent to which it fulfills its mission, vision,
goals and standards, and periodically publishes/
disseminates the results to its constituencies,
including the principal communities it serves.

Institutional
Effectiveness
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Standard

Category
•

•

The candidate's review procedure includes:
a) A self-study undertaken, with Elders’ and
Knowledge keepers’ guidance, input and
feedback, and student input, by administrators,
faculty and community members of the institute
based on evidence relating to organizational
performance against the criteria stated above
including strengths and weaknesses, desired
improvements, and future directions. b) An
Organization Evaluation Committee established
by the senior administration to evaluate the
organization’s operational and administrative
activities, policies and procedures based on:

policy on organizational review

policy on organizational review

Sample Documentation

The candidate has a policy and process for
the periodic review of its operational and
administrative policies and procedures, in
alignment with its mission, vision, goals, and
cultural standards, embodying the following
characteristics: a) Conduct of organization
reviews at regular intervals, normally five to ten
years. The first such evaluation should occur
before a request for program renewal to IAESC.
b) Criteria for organizational review that include:
i) Assessment of the continuing adequacy
of the institute’s mission statement, cultural
standards implementation and academic goals to
accurately identify the community character and
aspirations of the organization. ii) Assessment
of the continuing adequacy of the institute’s
governance structure and qualified administrative
capacity necessary to organize and manage
a competent institute of higher learning with
appropriate participation by academic staff
and in consultation and with responsiveness to
communities. c) Assessment of the continuing
accuracy and completeness of the institute’s
public reports, materials, advertising, and the key
information about the organization and whether
it is readily available to potential and current
students.

Benchmark
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The candidate provides the administrative and
support services necessary to achieve its mission
and meet its goals.

Administrative Staff

The candidate has a sufficient number of core
administrative staff to support the institute in
achieving its mission and meeting its goals.

The candidate provides appropriate learning and
physical resources to students, faculty and staff,
such as on-site and electronic library, computer
resources, web access, classroom space
and seating capacity, specialized equipment,
workspace and laboratory space.

The candidate’s use of facilities is governed by
Indigenous philosophies resulting in healthy and
safe environments that support quality delivery of
educational programming to students.

The candidate houses educational programming
and general operations in appropriate, healthy,
and safe environments that support quality,
rigorous education for students and are
appropriate to the credentials offered.

Facilities

Benchmark
i) The self-study ii) A site visit during which
members of the committee normally meet with
administrators, faculty members, students,
graduates, and other relevant parties to gather
information. A majority of the members must
have relevant expertise in the credential granting
environment, be from outside the institute, and
be free of any conflict of interest. c) The report
of the Organization Evaluation Committee. The
overarching purpose of the report is to assess
the appropriateness and quality of the institute’s
operation, policies, and procedures, and to
recommend any changes needed to strengthen
that quality. The report must be addressed to
the senior administration and be shared with
the Elders / Knowledge keepers, academic
council and the governing Board (or equivalent),
together with a plan of action responding to the
recommendations in the report.

Standard

Institutional
Effectiveness
(continued)

Category

Annual Report

•

facilities listing (showing capacity for each
teaching space, etc.)

•

staffing plan/projection

schedule for upgrade of I.T.

•

•

facilities map (showing computer labs, etc.)

•

staff directory

library holdings

•

•

listing of cultural spaces on campus

•

organizational chart

facilities map

•

•

Governance Board By-Laws

•

Sample Documentation
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The candidate publishes its student admission
policy which specifies the characteristics and
qualifications appropriate for its program and
adheres to that policy in its admission procedures
and practices.

The candidate publishes in appropriate
publications and/or electronic sources, accurate
and current information that describes purposes
and objectives, admission requirements and
procedures, as well as academic rules and
regulations that directly affect students,
program and course requirements, costs
and refund policies, student rights and
responsibilities, academic credentials of faculty
and administrators, and other items relative to
the relationship of the institute to the students
and Indigenous populations being served. The
candidate has procedures for communication
with the wider community and adheres to such
procedures in its practices. The candidate utilizes
a balance of modern and traditional practices to
communicate with stakeholders.

Admissions

Students’
Interests & Public
Information/
Communication
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Standard

Category

Academic Calendar

Academic Calendar

•

•

•

The candidate publishes key information
about the institute’s organization, policies, and
programs in its academic year calendar and/or
is otherwise readily available to students and the
public, specifically including: a) The candidate’s
mission and goals statement; b) A history of the
organization and its governance and academic
structure; c) A general description of each
program (e.g., purpose, outcomes, length); and
d) The academic credentials and/or community
experience of faculty and senior administrators.
e) Individual descriptions of all courses in
programs and their credit value.
The candidate has policies and procedures
that protect student and consumer interests
in the following areas: a) Security of academic
student records; b) Payment schedule of fees
and charges; c) Student dismissal; and d)
Withdrawals and refunds.
Prior to registration, the candidate provides
students with policies and procedures, as
applicable, pertaining to any of the following
which are relevant to the (proposed) programs: a)
Admissions; b) Credit transfer arrangements for

Academic Calendar

admissions policy

•

Governance Board By-Laws

•

The candidate follows ethical practices for its
recruitment policies.

policy on ethical conduct

•

admissions policy
Annual Report

•

The candidate ensures that its Indigenous
philosophies govern the admission of students.

admissions policy

admissions policy

•

•

The candidate adheres to the policy in its
admission procedures and practices.

The candidate ensures that public reports,
materials, and advertising, if any, are produced in
a thorough, accurate, and truthful manner.

•

Sample Documentation

The candidate’s student admission policy
specifies the characteristics and qualifications
appropriate to the program in accordance with
the OQF

Benchmark
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Standard
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Students’
Interests & Public
Information /
Communication
(continued)

Category

The candidate certifies that institutional policies
and procedures ensure that academic appeals,
complaints, grievances, and/or other disputes
of students, faculty, staff, and administration
are dealt with in accordance with the principles
of natural justice, including a) Individuals have
a right to a fair and expeditious resolution of
disputes b) Individuals have a right to know and
understand the charges or complaints made
against them c) Individuals have a right to be
heard in response to charges or complaints made
against them, before any disciplinary decision is
taken d) Institutes have an obligation to deal

For courses and/or programs that incorporate
blended, hybrid or online delivery, the candidate
ensures that potential students are fully informed
about a) the technological requirements of
participation and the technical competence
required of them, b) the nature of learning and
the personal discipline required in an anytime/
anywhere environment, c) Any additional costs,
beyond tuition and ancillary fees, associated with
e-learning aspects of course/program delivery,
and d) Type of support and protection available
to them.

incoming students; c) Credit transfer
arrangements with and recognition by other
institutes; d) Entrance exams e) Prior learning
assessments; f) Grading; g) The ability of
international students admitted to the program
to meet program requirements for credential
completion; h) Method of course delivery; i)
Academic honesty; j) Intellectual property
rights; k) Student dismissal; l) Student support
and services; m) Tuition; n) Scholarships and
other financial assistance; o) Payment of fees
and charges; p) Withdrawals and refunds; q)
Institutional closure; and r) Where appropriate,
supervision, preparation, and examination of
theses/dissertations

Benchmark

Human Resources forms (grievance forms,
disciplinary forms, etc.)

•

sample admissions application

•

dispute resolution policy or policies

website screencaps

•

•

Academic Calendar statements

•

Sample Documentation
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The candidate verifies a funding base, financial
resources, and plans for financial development
adequate to achieve its mission and meet its
goals within an annual balanced operating
budget, under jurisdiction of the appropriate
oversight board. In addition, the candidate seeks
new/expanded resources to ensure sustainability
of the institute’s mission, vision, goals, and
standards.

Standard
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Financial Resources

Students’
Interests & Public
Information /
Communication
(continued)

Category

The candidate demonstrates how it plans to
address its future educational, enrolment, physical
and fiscal growth in Ontario a) including two
forecast scenarios: most likely and worst case,
projected over five years. Please see the Budget
Template in the Submission Guidelines for further
information, and b) including a budget narrative,
providing context and a rationale for the most
likely scenario in the Budget Template—telling the
“story” of how the institute intends to develop the
proposed program over the next five years.

The candidate provides students with
opportunities to take responsibility for the
well-being of the institute, cultural community
and their educational outcomes.

The candidate provides opportunities for
student involvement in the institute’s activities
and policies, such as student governance,
administrative governance, advisory committees,
student/administration circles and other
opportunities.

The candidate informs students and employees
on the policies and procedures for dispute
resolution. To these ends, the candidate’s policies
ensure that a) charges or complaints against an
individual are stated clearly and in writing, b)
there is an administrative person(s) responsible
for dealing with complaints, and to whom
complaints may be directed, who may facilitate
the informal resolution of disputes, c) there is a
process for reviewing disputes and examining
the evidence, and d) there is provision for a final
internal review by a body of persons not involved
in the dispute in any way.

with complaints or grievances according to clear
and reasonable deadlines e) Institutes have an
obligation to establish and operate according to
administrative processes that deal with disputes
fairly and expeditiously at the informal level

Benchmark

minutes of students’ association meetings
students’ association terms of reference

•
•

•

completed IAESC Budget Template

student testimonials (current & alumni)

student testimonials (current & alumni)

•

•

list of student organizations active on
campus

•

list of student supports

Human Resources forms (grievance forms,
disciplinary forms, etc.)

•

•

staff directory showing dispute resolution
contacts

•

student conduct policy

redacted samples of signed declarations of
awareness of policies (e.g., performance
reviews, admissions agreements, etc.)

•

•

dispute resolution policy or policies

•

Sample Documentation
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The candidate employs accurate, sound system
for recording financial transactions, an annual
auditing process by an independent certified
public accountant or on a regular schedule by an
authorized audit agency, and financial policies/
procedures that ensure proper execution of
fiduciary duties.
The candidate is supported by its Indigenous
community through a set of resources
and services that ensure the viability and
sustainability of its operations.
The candidate will have completed at least one
year of its principal educational operations at
the time of consideration as an Applicant for
Accreditation.

Financial
Accountability

Community/
Institutional
Resources

Operational Status
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Standard

Category

The candidate has established administrative
operations sufficient to function as a high-quality
educational institute.

The candidate has documented support from its
Indigenous community through a set of resources
and services that ensure the viability and
sustainability of its operations.

The candidate employs an accurate and sound
system for recording financial transactions,
an annual auditing process by an independent
certified public accountant or on a regular
schedule by an authorized audit agency, and
financial policies/procedures that ensure proper
execution of fiduciary duties.

Benchmark

•

Annual Report

examples of past institute-community
partnerships (memoranda of
understandings, outcome reports, etc.)

•

financial procedures documentation
(flowcharts, memoranda, briefing notes,
etc.)

•

community educational planning
document(s)

financial policies

•

•

prior audit results

•

Sample Documentation
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DLS for Master of Arts Programs
DLS for Doctoral Programs

•
•

Admission, promotion, and graduation
requirements are consistent with the Ontario
Qualifications Framework and the postsecondary
character of degree granting organizations.
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Admission,
Promotion &
Graduation

DLS for Undergraduate Programs

•

Degree Level

(See the PEQAB Manual for Public Organizations
2019)

Standard

Category

For any type of advanced standing into the
program, policies and procedures pertaining to
bridging requirements, advanced standing, credit,

Admission requirements are appropriate to the
learning outcome goals of the program and
are as specified on the Ontario Qualifications
Framework (OQF). Admission to a bachelor
program normally requires at a minimum an
Ontario Secondary School Diploma or equivalent,
six university or university/college courses at the
Grade 12 level, a minimum average of 65%, and
any additional requirements. Mature students
have demonstrated academic abilities equivalent
to those of Ontario high school graduates,
verified by successful completion of courses
at the postsecondary level or an entrance
examination. Admission to a master’s program
normally requires a recognized undergraduate
degree equivalent to the four-year honours
degree standard identified in the PEQAB Degree
Level Standard and the OQF, in an appropriate
specialization, or relevant bridging studies, with
a high level of performance in the prerequisite
studies. Admission to a doctoral program
normally requires a recognized master’s degree
in an appropriate specialization, or relevant
bridging studies, with a high level of performance
in the prerequisite studies.

Assessment of individual student work in the
terminal stage of the program that reflects
exemplary, average, and minimally acceptable
performance demonstrates that the Degree Level
Standard has been achieved.

The program meets or exceeds the Degree Level
Standard and the applicant demonstrates how
the program meets the Standard.

Benchmark

1. Program Review Standards, Benchmarks, and Sample Evidence (PEQAB)

outcomes for program courses (taken from
syllabi/course outlines)

program-level learning outcomes

tailored DLS for the program

policy on advanced standing
policy on credit transfer & recognition

•

Academic Calendar

•

•

admissions policy

•

(for accreditation renewals only)

•

•

•

Sample Documentation
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The program offers current knowledge in the field
of sufficient rigour, breadth, and depth to achieve
the knowledge and skills identified in the Degree
Level Standard.

Standard
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Program Content

Admission,
Promotion &
Graduation
(continued)

Category

The program ensures an appropriate balance of
theory and practice. The curriculum (core and
non-core) contributes to the achievement of a)
critical thinking, quantitative reasoning, written
and oral communication skills, and b) knowledge
of society and culture, and skills relevant to civic
engagement. All courses provide exposure to
increasingly complex theory at the degree level
and, in applied or professional courses and

Conditions for promotion and graduation are
consistent with the learning outcomes of the
program and are reinforced by policies governing
academic remediation, sanctions, suspension for
students who do not meet minimum achievement
requirements, and grading policies or guidelines.

Institutions proposing to award credit or
advanced standing for learning that takes place
outside formal postsecondary educational
institutions have policies and procedures
pertaining to prior learning assessment which
are fair, reasonable, consistent and publicly
accessible. Institutional policy demonstrates that
credit will be awarded only for learning that can
be demonstrated and not for experience. The
institution does not award advanced standing
of more than 50% of the total number of the
credits of the program based on prior learning
assessment

and credential recognition are fair, reasonable,
consistently applied and publicly accessible.
For any bridging and/or advanced standing
arrangements the institution a) provides a gap
analysis, and b) identifies how they will measure
the “degree of difficulty gap” and address
the “content and skills gap” and for Honours
Bachelor’s Degrees the “breadth gap”.

Benchmark

Student Handbook
policy on academic promotion & graduation
Academic Calendar

•
•
•

course outlines

website screencaps

•

•

Viewbook

•

course descriptions

GPA calculation policy/procedure

•

•

grades policy

•

completed PEQAB Course Schedule 2
(template)

policy on credit transfer & recognition

•

•

policy on prior learning assessment &
recognition

•

completed PEQAB Course Schedule 1
(template)

Academic Calendar

•

•

stipulations around entrance exams

•

Sample Documentation
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Standard
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Program Content
(continued)

Category

course descriptions for non-core courses
course outlines for non-core courses

PAC meeting minutes

•

•

PAC terms of reference

•

•

description of PAC composition

•

A Program Advisory Committee a) includes
experts in the field external to the organization
and, for degrees in applied and professional
areas of study, employers and representatives
from industry and professional associations,
b) regularly comments on the currency of the
curriculum in relationship to developments in the
discipline/field of study as well as the relevant
labour market, c) confirms the currency of the
curriculum and, as appropriate, its relevance to
the field(s) of practice, d) endorses the program
as represented in the application, and e) strives
to achieve best practice.
Non-core courses provide a) knowledge in at
least two of the following outside the core: i)
humanities, ii) sciences, iii) social sciences, iv)
global cultures (including Indigenous cultures),
v) mathematics, and b) more than introductory
knowledge of the distinctive assumptions and
modes of analysis of a discipline outside the core
fields of study. In undergraduate programs, the
balance of core and non-core/breadth courses
is normally achieved as follows: a) 20% of the
program hours are in non-core courses, which
can be any degree level courses outside of the
core, and b) at least one non-core course is an
elective, freely chosen by the student.

table of DLSs, PLLOs, and corresponding
courses, course segments, or workintegrated learning outcomes that
contribute to the program outcomes

•

Sample Documentation

where otherwise appropriate, the application
of that theory to practice to the demands of
practice in the field(s). Where applicable, the
curriculum reflects appropriate levels of Ontario
and Canadian content. The curriculum (core
and, where applicable non-core) reflects current
knowledge in its field(s). Learning outcomes in
the subjects/courses enable graduates to meet
or exceed the requirements a) for graduates
from similar programs in Ontario and other
jurisdictions, b) of the field(s) of study and/or
practice, and c) of any relevant professional or
accrediting body.

Benchmark
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The program structure and delivery methods
support achievement of the expected and actual
learning outcomes.

Standard
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Program Delivery

Program Content
(continued)

Category

The teaching methods a) meet the technical
and progression requirements, b) are suited
to achieve the intended program and degree
level learning outcomes, c) take into account
the requirements of a diversified student body,
and d) contribute to and enhance the creation
of the academic/professional community among
students and between students and faculty.

The program is organized in such a way that
students can achieve the program and degree
level learning outcomes within the prescribed
period of study with a manageable, plausible, and
well distributed workload that takes into account
all the time required of a student to fulfill the
requirements of their program.

Research-focused Graduate Programs a) provide
sufficient opportunities and support for research
and other scholarly activity, and b) require
student and faculty participation in the broader
research community.

Any work-integrated learning experience a) is
appropriate to the field of the program, b) has
articulated, appropriate learning outcomes,
and c) identify an appropriate method for both
instructor and employer/supervisor assessment
leading to the assignment of a grade.

Benchmark

course outlines

•

course outlines

•

student course reviews

student course reviews

•

Academic Calendar

student workload maps

•

•

policies & processes for program review
(esp. delivery methods, program structure,
student workload)

•

•

website screencaps

•

course outlines

•

Student Handbook

course descriptions

•

•

plans for future work-integrated learning
experiences

•

Academic Calendar

student testimonials of past work-integrated
learning experiences

•

•

descriptions of past work-related learning
experiences

•

policies & processes for faculty professional
development

course outlines

•

•

course descriptions

•

Sample Documentation
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The organization has the capacity to deliver
the quality of education necessary for students
to attain the stated and necessary learning
outcomes.

Standard
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Capacity to Deliver

Program Delivery
(continued)

Category

The institution provides and maintains sufficient
a) numbers of academic and other staff to
develop and deliver the program, b) student
and faculty access to learning and information
resources, and c) facilities to support and deliver
the program, to support independent student
learning and academic gathering, and to meet
the demands of the projected student enrolment.
The interdependence with other study programs
is considered.

The program creates opportunities for students to
provide in appropriate ways input about program
content and delivery.

Student assignments and their assessments
a) result in reasonable student workloads, b)
demonstrate the achievement of the stated
program and degree level learning outcomes, and
c) provide appropriate information to students
about their achievement levels.

Benchmark

listing of on- and/or off-site computer
resources and web access available to
students
facilities map/listing (showing classrooms
& classroom capacities, faculty & student
meeting spaces, etc.)
descriptions of specialized equipment,
workspaces, etc. available to students
plan/schedule for resource upgrading
(library holdings, classroom spaces,
information technology, etc.)
4-year cumulative enrolment projection
(incl. attrition projections & assigned
academic staff)

•

•

•
•

•

curriculum committee minutes

•

on-site and electronic library resources list

curriculum committee terms of reference

•

CVs of teaching staff

student membership on curriculum
committee

•

•

minutes of student focus groups

•

•

student course reviews

course outlines

•

•

policies & processes governing student
assessments

•

policies & processes on student
engagement in program delivery

student course reviews

•

•

student workload maps

•

Sample Documentation
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Standard
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Capacity to Deliver
(continued)

Category

The institution a) has on file evidence, supplied
directly to the institution from the granting
institution, of the highest academic credentials
and any required professional credentials claimed
by faculty members, b) performs due diligence
with respect to the academic credibility of the
credential granting institution for all

For graduate programs: At least 80% of the
students’ experience in the program is in
courses taught by a faculty member holding
the terminal academic credential in the field or
in a closely related field/discipline. All faculty
acting as thesis/dissertation supervisors and/
or as members of examining committees
hold the terminal academic credential in the
field or in a closely related field/discipline.
Faculty members have substantial records of
scholarly contributions to the field/discipline
and demonstrate their ongoing contribution to
the advancement of the field/discipline through
peer-reviewed research/scholarship, exhibitions,
or other professional activity.

All faculty teaching in the professional or main
field of study (core), acting as thesis supervisors
and/or members of examining committees,
where appropriate, teaching non-core courses
a) have, where relevant, professional credentials
and related work experience, b) hold an
academic credential at least one degree higher
than that offered by the program in the field or in
a closely related field/discipline, c) engage in a
level of scholarship, research, or creative activity
sufficient to ensure their currency in the field,
and d) are adequately trained for the delivery
mode. At least 50% of the students’ experience
in the professional or main field of study and
in the non-core areas is in courses taught by a
faculty member holding the terminal academic
credential in the field or in a closely related field/
discipline.

Benchmark

processes for faculty credential verifications
processes
list of past & planned faculty professional
development opportunities

•
•

policies & processes on faculty reporting
on scholarly activity & responsiveness to
course and performance evaluations

•

policy on faculty credentials

list of past & planned faculty professional
development opportunities

•

•

processes for faculty credential verifications
processes

policies & processes on faculty reporting
on scholarly activity & responsiveness to
course and performance evaluations

•

•

list of past & planned faculty professional
development opportunities

•

policy on faculty credentials

processes for faculty credential verifications
processes

•

•

policy on faculty credentials

•

Sample Documentation
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Programs leading to occupations that are subject
to government regulations are designed to
prepare students to meet the requirements of the
relevant regulatory and/or accrediting body.

Regulation &
Accreditation
Standard
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While meeting particular needs, the program is
designed to maximize the graduates’ potential for
employment and promotion in their field and for
further study.

Standard

Credential
Recognition
Standard

Capacity to Deliver
(continued)

Category

Programs leading to occupations that are subject
to government regulations are designed to
prepare students to meet the requirements of
the relevant regulatory and/or accrediting body.
(Same as overall standard.)

meetings of minutes with above-noted
organizations indicating recognition of
the credential viz. entry to practice or
requirements for further study

•

minutes of meetings with employers,
professional associations, postsecondary
organizations, etc.

•

current requirements of regulatory bodies,
professional associations, accreditation
agencies, etc. mapped on to program
outcomes

plan for tracking program graduates.

•

•

jurisdictional scans: (a) labour market
analysis (occupations relevant to graduates,
occupational statistics, economic forecasts,
employment outlooks, job advertisements
and/or surveys of employers), (b)
comparative analysis of proposed vs.
existing programs at other institutions,
and (c) overview of potential pathway
opportunities for graduates

•
•

website screencaps

•

Students have access to a range of academic
and other support services appropriate to the
delivery mode of the program and to them as
learners.
While meeting particular needs, the program is
designed to maximize the graduates’ potential for
employment and promotion in their field and for
further study. (Same as overall standard.)

Student Handbook sections detailing main
support services

•

policies & processes on faculty reporting
on scholarly activity & responsiveness to
course and performance evaluations

Sample Documentation

qualifications claimed by faculty members, c)
fairly and consistently verifies the equivalency of
international credentials to those similarly named
credentials offered by Canadian institutions,
d) regularly reviews faculty performance,
including student evaluation of teaching and/
or supervision, e) supports the professional
development of faculty including the promotion
of curricular and instructional innovation, as well
as technological skills, where appropriate, and f)
specifies faculty teaching and supervision loads
and availability to students.

Benchmark
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The program nomenclature reflects the
postsecondary education achieved, facilitates
public understanding of the qualification,
and assists students, employers, and other
postsecondary institutions to recognize the level,
nature, and discipline of study.
The continuous quality of the program is assured
by effective quality assurance mechanisms for
periodic evaluation.

Nomenclature

Internal Quality
Assurance &
Development
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Standard

Category

•

terms of reference of program evaluation
bodies (e.g., curriculum committee)

program review tools & instruments (e.g.,
sample course evaluations, focus group
meeting minutes, etc.)

•

Representatives from all relevant stakeholder
groups. Stakeholders at the institution are
involved in the ongoing quality assurance
procedures.

program review process documents

•

The institution uses appropriate instruments,
processes and information to ensure the effective
management and continuous improvement
of the program and its delivery, including,
for example, course evaluations and faculty
feedback, student achievement demonstrations,
faculty and instructor performance, currency
and engagement with scholarship, research, or
creative activity.

policy & process on program review

results of jurisdictional scans (see above)

•

•

Sample Documentation

The institution has implemented and published
a policy and procedure for the periodic review of
its degree programs, with such reviews occurring
at regular intervals, normally not exceeding five
to seven years. The periodic review includes a
comprehensive program review that comprises
a) a program self-study undertaken, with student
input, by faculty members and administrators
of the program, b) a review by an external
Program Evaluation Committee (PEC), and c) an
institutional response to the PEC Report.

The degree title conveys accurate information
about the degree level, nature of the degree, and
discipline or subject of study.

Benchmark
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Appendix D: Program
Development Worksheet
New Program Proposal

Program Overview

Prepared by [Name & title].

Program Title

Submitted for approval on [date] to [name of
governance body].

[Provide a program title that considers the PEQAB
standard and benchmarks, as published in the
Handbook for Public Organizations.]

Rationale
Vision
[Include considerations of student and stakeholder
perspectives; community perception and involvement;
timing; responsibility; and what this offering “looks like
on the ground.” Provide historical and cultural details
and data, as relevant, to provide a clear understanding
of the need for and potential of the program/course.
Describe the relationship to the institution’s approved
program areas of strength and growth, mandate, and
other considerations relevant to show institutional ‘fit.’]

Internal Alignment
[Describe alignment with the institution’s
Strategic Plan.]

External Alignment
[Describe alignment with Ontario’s Differentiation Policy
Framework.]

Development Officer
[Identify the individual proposing the program and acting
as project lead.]

Credential Level

▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫
▫▫
▫
▫▫

College Certificate (Certificate I; Post-Diploma
Certificate)
College Diploma
College Advanced Diploma
University Bachelor’s Degree
University Master’s Degree
Continuing Education/Non-Credit

Credentialing Body
Ontario College Quality Assurance Service (OCQAS)
Postsecondary Education Quality Assessment Board
(PEQAB)
Indigenous Advanced Education Skills Council
(IAESC)
Ontario College of Teachers (OCT)
N/A (non-credit)

Student Mobility
[Describe student mobility supports or requirements
(i.e., measures allowing students to transfer into or out
of the proposed program.]

Work-Integrated Learning Experience
[Describe practicum or placement, internship,
apprenticeship, etc. components/opportunities.]
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Program Delivery

Revenue Model

Total Hours

[Describe whether/how the proposed offering will
recover or exceed costs.]

[Hours per semester + course unit value.]

Status

▫▫
▫▫
▫▫
▫▫

Sustainability

Full-time

[Describe sustainability considerations, plans, etc.]

Part-time

Enrolment & Registration

Delivery Method

Student Information/Records

▫▫
▫

Traditional - Daytime
Traditional - Evening
Weekend
Fully online

Student Information System
Institutional Website (Event Registration)
Manual (hard copy) registration

[Provide details, as necessary.]

Blended (online & classroom)

Enrolment Minimum/Maximum

Other

[Provide cut-offs necessary for effective delivery.]

Financial Considerations

Environmental Scan

Funding Source
[Describe existing or potential funding sources, outside
of tuition.]

Labour Market Information

Fees

[Provide data on labour market demand and current
or future/potential employment opportunities for
graduates.]

[Project tuition and ancillary fees for different
admissions streams.]

Comparable Programs

Program Costs
[Project program costs including instructor, equipment
and maintenance overtime, etc.]

[Provide an overview of similarities/differences with
other programs in Ontario. In the case of similarities,
explain what unique approaches or features the
proposed program will provide and what value it would
therefore add to the postsecondary system. Complete
the chart below.]

Institution

Credential

Program Length &
Delivery

Program
Content

Indigenous
Content?

Cost

Name

Title

hours/units

•

core
courses

(details)

domestic fees

•

non-core
courses

FT/PT
in-person/online/
hybrid
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▫▫
▫▫
▫

Student Demand
[Provide data on student interest in the program,
including data on graduates in related/relevant
programs.]

Resource Requirements

Communications
Recruitment
Program Manager
Registrar
Other:

Classroom Space

Instructors & Other Teaching Staff

[Indicate necessary classroom size and foreseeable
availability or access issues.]

[Specify internal capacity for or external provision of
instructional staff.]

Equipment & Technology

Other Learning Resources

[Briefly describe any equipment & IT needs and how
these will be met.]

[Provide details about additional resource requirements.]

Library Access
[Describe any information resource materials students
will require and where these can be secured.]

Enrolment Management
Requirements

▫▫

[Specify if any additional maintenance requirements will
be necessary, i.e. overtime requirements if required to
work evenings or weekends.]

Program Development
Program Advisory Committee

Admissions

[Suggestions for potential members; as far as possible,
provide the information to complete the table below.]

Records

Name

Maintenance Requirements

Occupation

Related
Credentials

Professional
Affiliations

Employer

Program Description

Regulation & Accreditation

[Abstract, including delivery and location.]

[Indicate whether there is a mandatory or voluntary
regulatory body and/or professional association, and/
or professional accrediting body related to the proposed
credential; and whether there are regulated entry-topractice requirements for any profession identified in
the labour market scan (including whether a degree is a
requirement).]

Program of Study
[List potential topics for units within the program.]
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Implementation
[Provide a brief description on the implementation
process, including the recruitment, marketing and
Department

Person

admissions strategy and roll-out. Indicate proposed
overall timelines for implementation. In the table below,
assign specific implementation tasks.]

▫▫
▫▫
▫

Roles & Responsibilities
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Appendix E: Matrix of Institutional
Policies & Processes
The table below is useful for tracking the mandatory
policies required for accreditation. Column A shows
the policy of procedure as listed in the PEQAB Manual
and Handbook. Column B should be completed to show
which document (or documents) at your institution
describe the policy or process. Column C should be
completed to show whether the document is in a draft
or a final version, or if it is still in development. Columns
A. Policy/Procedure

B. Document
Name

D and E should be completed to show the approval
date and approving (institutional governance) body for
the listed policy. Column F has been completed for
you, to show which policies must be publicly available.
This last column should be updated to show exactly
where public-facing policies are available (e.g., website,
Academic Calendar, Student Handbook, etc.).

C. Status

D. Approval
Date

E. Approving
Body

F.
Availability

Admission, Promotion and Graduation (policies and procedures pertaining to…)
Admission of mature
students

Public

The level of achievement
required of students in
the program for promotion
within the program and for
graduation

Public

Academic remediation,
sanctions and suspension
for students who do not
meet minimum achievement
requirements

Public

Credit transfer/recognition
(including any bridging
requirements for certificate/
diploma to degree laddering)

Public

Entrance examinations
and advanced placement
based on prior learning
assessments

Public
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A. Policy/Procedure

B. Document
Name

C. Status

D. Approval
Date

E. Approving
Body

F.
Availability

Program Delivery (policies and procedures pertaining to…)
Quality assurance of
program delivery method(s)

Internal

Mechanisms and processes
for student feedback
regarding program delivery

Internal

Professional development
of faculty including the
promotion of curricular and
instructional innovation as
well as technological skills

Internal

Distance education (if such
components are part of the
program)

Internal

Capacity to Deliver (policies and procedures pertaining to…)
Academic/professional
credentials required of
present and future faculty
teaching courses in the
program

Internal

Academic/professional
credentials required of
present and future faculty
acting as research/clinical/
exhibition supervisors in the
program

Internal

The requirement to have
on file evidence, supplied
directly to the organization
by the granting agency,
of the highest academic
credential and any required
professional credential
claimed by faculty members

Internal

The regular review of faculty
performance, including
student evaluation of
teaching and supervision

Internal
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A. Policy/Procedure

B. Document
Name

C. Status

D. Approval
Date

E. Approving
Body

F.
Availability

The means for ensuring
the currency of faculty
knowledge in the field

Internal

Faculty teaching and
supervision loads

Internal

Faculty availability to
students

Internal

Program Evaluation (policies and procedures pertaining to…)
Internal periodic review of
the program

Internal

Academic Freedom and Integrity (policies and procedures pertaining to…)
Academic freedom

Public

Academic honesty and
the organization’s plan
for informing faculty
and students about, and
ensuring their compliance
with, policies pertaining to
academic honesty

Public

The ownership of intellectual
products of its employees
and students

Internal

Research involving humans
and/or animals, and the
management of research
funds

Internal

Public

Student Protection (policies and procedures pertaining to…)
The resolution of students’
academic appeals,
complaints, grievances,
and/or other disputes

Public

Student dismissal

Public
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A. Policy/Procedure

B. Document
Name

C. Status

D. Approval
Date

E. Approving
Body

F.
Availability

Dispute Resolution (policies and procedures pertaining to…)
Academic appeals,
complaints, grievances
and/or other disputes of
students, faculty, staff, and
administration

Public

Organization Evaluation (policies and procedures pertaining to…)
Internal periodic review of
the organization
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Appendix F: Hyperlinked
Reference/Resource List
Regulatory Documents &
Accreditation Authority Guidelines

Planning, Development, and
Support Resources

IAESC Organization Review Handbook

Microsoft Higher Education Trainings & Resources

IAESC Organizational Review Submission Guidelines
WINHEC Accreditation Handbook (2018)

10 Steps to Build Your First Academic Course
(University Affairs)

PEQAB Submission Guidelines for Public
Organizations (2017)

University Employment Outcomes, Graduation and
Student Loan Default Rates (MCU)

PEQAB Manual for Public Organizations (2019)

A Practical Guide to Strategic Enrollment Management
Planning (Educational Policy Institute)

MCTU Directives and Guidelines for Applying for
Ministerial Consent (2015)
MCTU Directives and Guidelines Appendices C & D

Doing Academic Planning: Effective Tools for Decision
Making (Society for College and University Planning)

MCU Ontario Qualifications Framework

Institutional Quality Assurance Process
Requirements (OUCQA)

OUCQA Quality Assurance Framework (2019)

Ideas for Academic Assignments (Dalhousie University)

Differentiation Policy Framework for Postsecondary
Education (2013)

Reflections on Helping Students Learn/Thriving in
Academe (National Education Association)

Post-Secondary Education Choice & Excellence
Act (2000)

Creating the Foundation for a Warm Classroom Climate
(Association for Psychological Science)

Indigenous Institutes Act (2017)

Administrator’s Accessibility Toolkit (Accessible Campus)

Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy
Act (1990)

Self-Test: Leadership Skills for Facilitating
Student Success & School Improvement (Inclusive
Schools Network)

Ontarians with Disabilities Act (2001)
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (1982)
Ontario Human Rights Code (1962)

Standards and Guidelines for Academic Advising
(Council for Advancement of Standards in Higher
Education)
Beyond the Sage on the Stage: Innovative & Effective
Teaching and Learning at Ontario Universities (COU)
Understanding the Sustainability of the Ontario
Postsecondary System and its Institutions: A Framework
(Higher Education Quality Council of Ontario)
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